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FOR EWARD
This is the-Interim Report for the "Advanced Extravehicular Protective System . Study".
This study is being conducted by Hamilton . Standard under Contract NAS 2- 6021 for
the Ames Research Center of the National Aeronautics & Space Administration. This
effort, conducted from July 1 1970, to May 31, 1971, was directed by Mr. James G.
Sutton, and the principal contributors were Messrs. Philip F. Heimlich and Edward
H. Tepper.
Special thanks are due Dr. Alan Chambers of the NASA Ames Research Center, Mr.
William Smith of NASA Headquarters:, and Mr. Thomas Herrala of Hamilton Standard
for their advice and guidance.
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INTRODUCTION
The United States manned space effort being discussed far the 1980's consists of long
duration missions with orbiting space stations, potential lunar bases, and possibly
Mars landilags. -Extravehicular activity (EVA) -is likely to take an increasingly,
important role in the completion of these future missions. However, with the -potential
need of two or three EVA missions per man per week, the use of expendables in the
portable life support system may become prohibitively expensive and burdensome.
For future EVA's to be.effective in the total systems context, the portable life support
system may need to have a regenerable capacity to minimize the vehicle penalties
associated with launching and storing expendables. At the same time, the crewman's
portable life support equipment must remain small and light to permit him to complete
` 9	 his extravehicular mission with a minimum of encumbrance.
Hamilton Standard, under the auspices of NASA funding, has been conducting an
Advanced Extravehicular Protective System (AEPS) Study Program. The objective of
this AEPS study is to provide a meaningful appraisal of various regenerable and
partially regenerable portable life support system concepts for EVA use in the 1980's
and to identify the required new technology areas. This Interim Report contains the
results of this study effort to date.
Section 2. 0 presents the general conclusions and recommendations emanating from
this effort. The Space Station, Lunar Base, and Mars. AEPS specifications (Revision
B) are contained in Section 3.0. A detailed description of the study methodology
utilized in the conduct of the AEPS study is found in Section 4.0. Sections 5.0 and
6.0 present the subsystem and system study summaries, respectively. New technology
requirements and recommendations are discussed in Section 7.0.
A complete bibliography of the texts and references utilized in the conduction of this
effort is listed in Section 8.0.
IV
2.0	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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	2.0	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
	
2.1
	 Conclusions
General conclusions eminating from the ASPS study"effort are:
a. An AEPS. configurati.on incorporating a regenerable CO 2 control subsystem and
a thermal control subsystem utilizing a minimum of expendables dramatically
decreases the vehicle penalty associated with present configurations (such as
the Apollo EMU PLSS) and can be designed to be within an acceptable ASPS
volume and weight range.
b. CO2 reduction and oxygen reclamation within the AEPS Is not competitive
because of the resultant excessive weight and volume of the subsystems required
to perform these functions.
c e C 02 reduction and oxygen reclamation, within the parent ^-'el?lcle, of 'the COP,
removed by the AEPS 002 control subsystem is only competitive when there
are three or more parent vehicle resupply periods (See Section 5.3).
3
2.2
	 Recommendations
As a result of.the AEPS Study Program, the following major areas oil new technology
were identified and are recommended for future research and development:
a. Thermal Control
L	 Thermal Storage - Investigate and develop a thermal storage material(s)
whose heat of fusion exceeds 300 BTU/lb. One such candidate material,
PH4 Cl, has already been identified and analytically evaluated during
conduction of the AEPS study,
2.	 Radiation -- Investigate and develop radiator surface coatings and
treatments to optimize performance and minimize potential surface
degradation. In addition, develop a lightweight, deployable radiator
concept.
b. CO2 Control
Develop a solid regenerable CO2 sorbent that provides the performance, re-
generation and life characteristics required for REPS type applications. Two
candidate families of solid regenerabl.e sorbents --- metallic oxides and solid.
amines -- have already been identified and evaluated during conduct of the
REPS study.
2-3
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2.2	 (continued)
c.	 02 Supply
Develop a high cyclic life (1000 cycles)/high pressure (6000 psi nominal) 02
supply subsystem that minimizes EVA equipment volume and meets life
requirements for REPS - type applications.
These major areas of new technology, together with other areas having lesser
impact, are discussed in detail in Section 7.0.
I
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3.0	 AEPS SPECIFICATIONS REVIEW
This section presents the three (3) ASPS specifications (Space Station, Lunar Base and
Mars AEPS) that the study and final system selections were based on. Since any
system result is quite dependent upon thb initial requirements established, a review of
the specifications is advisable to provide a common understanding of the study results.
The basic specification provided by the NASA at the start of the program has been
expanded to provide the overall depth required for final AEPS systems integration and
selection and continually updated to reflect the latest projections of requirements for
E VA missions in the 1980's. A series of reviews and discussions, both within Hamilton
Standard and with NASA personnel resulted in these final specifications.
E
3-3/3-4
3. 1	 SPACE STATION REPS SPECIFICATION .
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SPACE STATION AEPS SPECIFICATION
1.0	 SCOPE
This specification defines the basic requirements to be considered for the Space
Station AE PS' design analysis effort.
2.0
	 DESCRIPTION
The AEPS shall , be a portable system capable of supplying the life support functions
of pressurization, ventilation, breathing oxygen supply, contaminant control.,
humidity control, and thermal. control. The ASPS shall be a mission regenerable/
rechargeable system and/or shall be capable of operating off a vehicle umbilical.
3.0	 REgUIREMENTS
3.1	 Performance Requirements
3.1.1	 E VA; Mission Duration - 4 hours nominal
3.1.2	 Metabolic Profile
a. Average	 1000 BTU/hr
b. Peak	 2500 BTU/hr
C. Minimum	 400 BTU/hr
3.1.3	 Pressurization- 7. 0 ± 0.2 psia
3.1.4	 External Leakage 100 see/min
3.1.5	 Ventilation
a. Inlet Flow Rate	 6 acfm
b. Inlet Gas Temperature	 60-80°F
3.1.6
	 Humidity Control
a. Nominal Inlet Dewpoint
	 45°F
b. Maximum Inlet Dewpoint 	 60°F
3.1.7	 Contamination Control
3.1.7.1 CO2 Control
a. Nominal Inlet CO2 Level 	 4 mmHg
b. Maximum Inlet CO2 Level	 7.5 mmHg
C,
s
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3.1.7.2 Particulate Contamination -- The AEPS shall be capable of removing 100% of
all particles 28 microns or Larger, 99% of ill particles between 7 and 27 microns,
and 95% of all 'particles under 7 microns.
3.1.7.3 Trace Contaminants - The maximum allowable concentrations and biological
generation rates of trace contaminants are defined in Table 3--1.
3.1.7.4 Odors -Odor. level must not adversely affect crewman performance,
3.1.8	 Thermal. Loads
a,	 Maximum inward heat Leak	 : 300 BTU/hr .
b:	 Maximum outward heat Leak.	350 BTU/hr
c..	 Equipment thermal loads	 As required
3.1.9	 Life Requirements
F
a. Useful life	 3 y, ears
b. Shelf fife	 2 years dry, 1 year wet
c..	 Operational. life 	 180 days; 78 EVA missions
(3 per week)
3.2	 Desi.g'n. Requirements
3.2.1	 Mobili ­AEPS shall provide minimum encumbrance to the crewman in
performance of his mission tasks. Typical Space Station EVA mission
models are presented in Appendix A.
1
3.2. 2	 Controls & Displays - All AEPS controls and displays shall 'be located within
the sight of and normal reach of the suited crewman.
3.2.3	 Center of Gravity_ - The CG of the AEPS and the man shall be as close as
possible to the CG of the nude crewman, and shall not shift during conduction
of the mission in excess of 3 inches.
3.2.4	 Maintainabilir
a. The AEPS shall permit maximum ease of access to components requiring
operational maintenance.
b. The AEPS shall be capable of being regenerated/recharged prior to
each EVA mission,
3-7
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TABLE I
TRACE GAS CONTAMINATION MODEL
Maximum. Concentration and Biological Production Rage of Trace Contaminants
Contaminant Biological Production Allowable
Rate, lb/hr Concentration
Mg/m3
Acetaldehyde 9.16 x 10-9 ' 360
Acetone 2.02 x 10-8 .2400
Ammonia 2.62 x 10-5 70
n-Butanol 1.2 x 10-7 303
Butyric Acid 6.92 x 10-5 144
Carbon Monoxide 1.43 x 10-& 110
Ethanol. 3.68 x 10-7 1880
Hydrogen 8.08 x 10 -7 (40'1%)
Hydrogen Sulfide 4.61 x 10-10 28
Indole 9.18 x• 10"6 126
Methane 1.3 x 10-5 (5.3%a)
Methanol ' 1.39 x 10'7 262
Phenol 3.46 x 10'"5 ^.9
Pyruvic Acid .1. 92 x 10 -5 9.2
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3.2.4
3.2. 5
3.2. 6
3.2.7
3.2.8
3.2.9
Sge- , - The AEPS shall minimize the possibility of injury to crewman,
service personnel., etc. , because of fire, explosion, toxicity, contamination,
and burns or shock subject to other parametric consideration including
Without limitation, envelope and weight constraints, etc. , and costs.
Structural Requirements
a. Proof 'pressure	 x. 5 x nominal pressure
b. • Burst pressure	 .2.0 x nominal pressure
c. Collapsing pressure
	
15 psid
d. Cyclic life	 800 cycles at nominal pressure
Natural Environment - The AEPS shall be compatible with an Earth ambient
and Earth orbital environment.
Induced Environment - The AEPS shall be compatible with the vehidle
environments and operating fluids and shall be capable of meeting the
structural requirements of launch, operational use and re-entry.
Space Station EC f LSS Interface -- The projected Space Station'EC/LSS.
baseline is presented in Appendix B.
Space Station Resupply Period -- 90 days.
I
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APPENDIX A - SPACE STATION EVA MISSION MODELS
	
1.0	 SCOPE	 .
This appendix presents typical. baseline Space Station EVA mission models. These
models, have been established to serve • as guides to determine representative time
allocations for specific tasks; to define operational procedures for donning/doffing,
checkout, egress/ingress, and recharge/regeneration; and to define applicable
interface areas. A summary logic diagram of EVA niissi.on models is presented
in Figure
	
2.0	 DISCUSSION
	
2.1	 Unstow EVA Equipment - The AEPS is structurally mounted to prevent its floating
around and to permit it to take the structural loads during launch and boost. It
must be designed to be easily maneuverable in zero gravity-,i. e. shaped for ease
of handling with the possible use of hand grips.
	 ,
	
2.2
	 Don EVA Equipment - An AEPS'donning station will be required. As a design goal,
the unassisted crewman should be capable of donning the ASPS in a pressurized
cabin within 10, minutes.
	
2.3
	 Preliminary Checkout of EVA Equipment - This includes pressurization, communica-
tion, and telemetry, and all non-operational checks. Checkout time, as a goal, is
10 minutes. Checkout can be aided by a second crewman.
	
2.4
	 Ingress Airlock - It is assumed that the intermediate hatch opening is 29 11 .in diameter
and ingress is done under pressurized conditions. When in the airlock, the crewman
will, attach himself to vehicle umbilicals, pressurize himself, close hatch and
depressurize airlock. It is also assumed that the airlock is large enough for at least
two crewmen.
	
2.5
	 Final Checkout of EVA Equipment - This includes non--operational checkouts as well
as all operational checkouts such as flows, CO2 level, thermal control, etc. This
is accomplished unaided to provide capability for single crewman vehicle egress for
emergency modes.
	
2.6	 Egress of Vehicle- Depressurize. airlock, open hatch, egress, close hatch. Hatch
size will be assumed to be 29" diameter. This can be either a "Pull Thru" or
"Fly Thru" operation.
	
2.7	 Transfer to Worksite
2.7.1 Independent Maneuvering System - The maneuvering system may be integral with
AEPS, partially integrated with expendables detachable, a separate ."strap-on",
3-10
ps.
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FIGURE A-I. SPACE STATION EVA MISSION MODELS SUMMARY LOGIC
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2.7.1	 (continued)
or a part of an equipment/cargo transporter. This mode will be used predominantly
for distant transfer, transfer between vehicles, or for vehicle assembly.
2.7. 2 On a Vehicle LSS Umbilical. with Propulsion Assistance_- This mode is used for near
vehicle operations such as IVA/EVA cargo transfer, emergency crew retrieval, etc.
AEPS LSS in this mode is used as a backup system.
2.7. 3	 On a Vehicle LSS Umbilical with No Propulsion Assistance - To be used for
primarily vehicle checkout, failure diagnosis, and simple maintenance tasks.
2.8	 Perform EVA Mission
2.8.1	 Vehicle Maintenance_ and Checkout - Vehicle maintenance and checkout consists of
two modes--emergency and normal.. Under the emergency mode, the cause of
failure may not be known and morei
 than one EVA may be required, the first being
failure diagnosis and the second being corrective action. If the failure cause is
known, the failure is corrected on the first EVA. Normal maintenance involves
periodic checkout and replacement.
2. 8. 2
	
Shuttle. Docking Assistance - Is provided in the event a Shuttle cannot dock with
_.	 the Space Station. It is assumed that an EVA crewman will require maneuvering
capability to align the Shuttle for docking.
2. 8.3 Vehicle Assembly - Will involve moveme.at of large modules and equipment and
will include mechanical attachment and deployment, electrical attachment, and
pneumatic and hydraulic charging.
2. 8.4
	
Cargo Transfer - Will be accomplished by EVA if stowage of cargo is required on
the outside wall of the vehicle.
2.8. 5	 Emergency Crew Retrieval - Will be initiated either EV or at the vehicle hatch;
i. e. , there will always be another crewman ready to go EVA for an emergency
mode. Transfer to the distre*ssed crewman more than likely will be with propulsion
or the aid of propulsion in an extreme emergency. Failure diagnosis and assistance
will be given prior to returning to the vehicle; for example, a failed fan and an
unconscious crewman. Transfer and vehicle ingress . are then performed.
2. 8. 6	 EVA Experiment Tasks - Will be extremely diversified and will entail such tasks as
data retrieval, photography, experiment deployment, biomedical monitoring and
satellite rendezvous.
2.9 Return to Vehicle - After completion of the EVA, mission task or upon complete
utilization of the crewman's expendables/regenerables, the crewman returns to
the veu ole.
:s
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2.14	 EVA Recharge/Regeneration - In the event that the crewman must return to his
mission task, he would transfer.to an EVA recharge/regeneration station and
recharge/regenerate the REPS and then return to the worksite to complete his
mission.
	
2.11	 Ingress Vehicle. -- After completion of the mission, the crewman will ingress the
vehicle, hatch, close the hatch, pressurize the airlock, and shut down the REPS LSS.
	
2.32	 Egress Airlock -- The crewman then egresses through the airlock to the inside of
the main vehicle.
	
2,13	 Doff Equipment - The AEPS equipment is doffed by the unassisted crewman.
	
2.14	 Recharge/Regenerate - The A EPS is then recharged/regenerated.
	
2.15
	 System Maintenance - Prior to stowage of the REPS, the unit is inspected to
determine if any preventive or corrective maintenance is required.
	
2.16
	 Stow AEFS - Upon completion of all maintenance tAsks, the REPS is . stowed,
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APPENDIX B - SPACE STATION EC/LSS BASELINE
1.0	 SCOPE
This appendix defines the Space ' Station EC/LSS baseline configuration as projected
for the 1980'r:? . This baseline has been established to serve as a guide to determine
the ASPS- recharge/regeneration capabiliti: s. Figure B-1 defines the critical
EC/LSS interfaces.
2.0	 CABIN MODEL
3.0
Total Pressure -
Oxygen Partial Pressure -
Diluent
Cabin Temperature --
Dew Point - .
CO2 Partial Pressure -
ATMOSPHERE STORAGE
14.7 psia
3.1 - 3.5 psia
Nitrogen
65 to 75°F
40 to -60°F
3. 0 mm Hg nominal, 15. 0 mm Hg emergency
	
3.1	 Oxygen Storage - High Pressure Gas
Oxygen is stored at 3000 psi using stainless steel, maraging . steel, or filament
wound pressure vessels.
	
3.2	 Nitrogen Storage - Decomposition of NH3 or N2H4
Liquid NH3 or N2H4 is decomposed in a reactor to 1-12 and N2 and passed through a
hydrogen separator where the majority of the hydrogen is removed and transmitted
to the Sabatier reactor. The separator effluent stream is combined with cabin air,
filtered to remove sulfides and acid gases and then catalytically oxidized to remove
all traces of hydrogen and ammonia. A final choice between NH3 and N2H4 will
depend on the final vehicle leakage and toxicity requirements.
	
4.0
	
CO2./02 MAgAGEMENT.
	
4.1	 CO2 Removal - Hydrogen Depolarized Cell
The hydrogen depolarized CO2 concentrator operates on the energy from the fuel
cell reaction (H2 + 1/2 02 -->- H2O) to pump CO2 from a low partial pressure at
the cabin air cathode to a high partial pressure at the hydrogen anode. Humidified
cabin. air enters the cell at the cathode and CO2 is transferred to the hydrogen anode
through a cesium carbonate electrolyte laden porous matrix. The CO2 and the
a
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	4.1	 (continued)
excess hydrogen are delivered to , an- accumulator and the CO2 free cabin air returns
to the cabin through a humidifier. The electrical power generated by this unit can
be conditioned for use or dissipated.
	
4.2	 CO2 Reduction - Sabatier Reactor/Methane DU)np
Carbon dioxide from the CO2 concentration system and hydrogen from the electrolysis
unit -and/or the NH3 or N2H4 storage subsystem are combined and fed to the Sabatier
reactor. Here the carbon dioxide is hydrogenated to form water, vapor and methane.
The water is condensed, separated and.transferred to the water management system
while the methane and excess hydrogen are dumped to space.
	
4.3
	 Water Electrolysis
Water from the water management subsystem is fed by a metering pump to a water
electrolysis unit. Within the water electrolysis cells, water evaporates into and
diffuses across the product hydrogen stream to the electrolyte matrix, where it is
absorbed for electrolysis to hydrogen and oxygen. .A condenser--separator removes
excess water from the product gases which is returned to the water management system.
	
5.0
	 ATMOSPHERE CONTROL
	
5.1	 Circulation - Fans
Fans are provided to:
i
Distribute and collect thermal and humidity control air, CO2 process flow and
trace contaminant and bacteria control flow
- Eliminate potential hot spots
- Simulate free convection film coefficients for metabolic cooling
- Eliminate water vapor, carbon dioxide and trace gas pockets due to low
diffusion rates
	
5.2
	 Temperature and Humidity Control
A condensing heat exchanger using a face-wick water separator will maintain cabin
humidity control. Temperature control may consist of one or more of the following:
- Variable speed fan
- Coolant modulation
- Reheat heat exchanger
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5.3	 Pressure Control
Total pressure control is maintained by admitting nitrogen to the cabin through on-
demand operation of the NH3 or N2H4 decomposition system.
Composition control, the ratio of oxygen to nitrogen in the cabin, is obtained by
controlling the partial pressure of oxygen as it is produced by the water electrolysis
assembly.
5.4
	
Contaminant Control
Contaminant control is maintained by passing cabin air through parallel charcoal bed
and catalytic oxidizer loops. Two charcoal beds are utilized with one on line adsorbing
most of the general contaminants while the other is being desorbed to space. A
presorbent bed removes ammonia and other .catalyst poisoning gases thus protecting
the catalytic oxidizer which removes methane, carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Post-
sorbtion of the catalytic oxidizer is provided by a lithium carbonate bed.
6.0 THERMAL CONTROL
6.1
	
Cabin: Coolant Loop - Water
Water will be used as the intravehicular heat transport fluid and will be available for
heating.or cooling at temperatures between 36°F•and 210°F. Overlapping system
temperature requirements enable a series arrangement of components and cascading
of heat loads in which waste heat from one subsystem is used to provide the heating
requirement of another.
6.2	 Radiator Loop - Freon 21
Freon 21 will be utilized in the radiator fluid loop.
7.0 MIATER MANAGEMENT
7.1	 Water Recovery - Vapor Diffusion
All water recovery will be accomplished by one distillation process rather than multiple
systems tailored to accommodate a particular contaminated water source.• Vapor
diffusion is an ambient pressure distillation process in which water. evaporates from a
membrane surface, diffuses through a gas-filled gap, and condenses on a porous metal
condensing-separating surface. The semi-permeable membrane prevents the passage
of solids and other contaminants into the condenser. The still is composed of several
membrane evaporator--condenser modules. In addition, the system employs a urine
preheater, a condenser coolant loop, a circulation tank, pumps,' pretreatment tanks,
and post-treatment equipment.
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7.2	 Water Storage and Control
A tapered outlet cylindrical bladderless tank will make use of the surface tension
forces at a liquid-gas interface which causes the liquid surface to. assume a geometrical
shape yielding the smallest surface area. Simple conical baffles in the tapered outlet
(where the liquid will migrate to the smaller end) will minimize the likelihood of the
liquid breaking free and away from the outlet during upsets such as adverse gravity
loads.
A heatcm aiid insulation will hold the contents at i.60°F to provide hot water and maintain
sterility.
8.0 POWER SUPPLY - BRAYTON CYCLE
A long-lived radioisotope heat source/Brayton cycle system will provide electrical
and thermal power. Thermal power is available to the EC /LSS through a 200OF
water transport loop.
9.0 SUIT LOOP
A closed-loop suit loop is provided for emergency IVA and near-vehicle E VA
operation.
r
3--i8
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LUNAR BASE AEPS SPECIFICATION
1.0
	 SC OPE
This specification defines the basic requirements to be considered for the Lunar
Base AEPS design analysis effort.
2.0	 DESCRIPTION
The AEPS shall be a portable and mission regenerable/rechargeable system and
shall be capable of performing the life support functions of pressurization, ventilation,
breathing oxygen  supply, contaminant control, humidity control, and thermal control.
3.0
	 REQUIREMENTS
3.1	 Performance Requirements
3.1.1	 EVA Mission Duration - 8 hours nominal
3.1.2
	 Metabolic Profile
a:	 Average	 1050 BTU/hr
b.	 Peak	 2500 BTU/hr
C. Minimum
	 400 BTU/hr
3.1.3	 Pressurization - 7.0 ± 0.2 psia
3.1.4	 External Leakage -' 100 sce/min
3.1.5	 Ventilation
a. Inlet Floes Rate
	 6 acfm
b. Inlet gas temperature 	 50-80°F
3.1.6
	 Humidity Control
a. Nominal inlet dewpoint	 45°F
b. Maximum inlet dewpoint
	 "60°F
3.1.7
	 Contamination Control
3.1.7.1 CO2 Control
a. Nominal inlet CO2 level 	 4 mmHg
b. Maximum inlet CO2 level
	 7.5 mmHg
i
f
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3.1.7.2
	
Particulate C_ ontamination - The AEPS shall be capable of removing 10076 of
all particles 28 microns or larger, 99% of all particles between 7 and 27
microns; and 95% of all particles under 7 microns.
3.1.7.3	 Trace Contaminants - The maximum allowable concentrations and biological
generation rates of trace contaminants are defined in Table 3-1.
3.1.7.4
	
Odors_:- odor level must not adversely affect crewman, performance.
3.1.8
	 Thermal. Loads
a. Maximum inward heat leak	 700 BTU/hr
b. Maximum outward heat leak	 350 BTU/hr.
C,	 Equipment thermal. loads
	
As required
3.1.9	 Life Requirements
a. Useful life	 3 years
b. Shelf life
	 2 years dry, 1 year wet
C.	 Operational life	 180 days; 78 EVA missions
(3 per week)
3.	 Design Requirements
3.2.1	 Mobili -- AEPS shall provide minimum encumbrance to the crewman in
performance of his mission tasks. Typical Lunar Base EVAmission models
are presented in Appendix A.I
3.2.2	 Controls & Displays -- All AEPS controls and displays shall be located within
the sight of and normal reach of the suited crewman.
3.2.3	 'Center of Grgy tY The CG of the AEPS and the man shall be as close as
possible to the CG of the nude crewman, and shall not shift during conduction
of the mission in excess of 3 inches..
3.2.3	 Maintainability
a. The AEPS shall permit maximum ease of access to components
requiring operational maintenance.
b. The AEPS shall be capable of being regenerated/recharged prior to
each EVA mission.
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TABLE I
TRACE GAS CONTAIMNATION MODEL
Maximum Concentration and Biological Production Rate of Trace Contaminants
Contaminant	 Biological. Production 	 Allowable
Rate, Ib/hr	 Concentration
=/m3
r
Acetaldehyde .
Acetone
Ammonia
n-Butan.ol.
Butyric :Acid
Carbon Monoxide.
Ethanol
Hydrogen.
Hydrogen Sulfide
Indole
Methane
Methanol
Phenol.
Pyruvic Acid
9. 16 x 10-9
2.02 x 10-8
2.62 x 10-5
1.2 x 10`7
6.92 x 10"5
1.43 x 10-6
3.68 x 10-7
8.08 x 10`"7
4.61 x 10-10
9.18 x 10-6
1.3 x 10-5
1.39 x 10-7
3.46 x 10-5
1. 92 x 10-5
360
2400
70
303
144
115
1880
(4.1%)
28
126
(5. 3%)
262
19
9.2
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3.2, 4 Safe	 _ The ASPS shall minimize the possibility of injury to crewman,
service personnel, etc., because of fire, explosion, toxicity, contamination,
and burns or shock subject to other parametric consideration including
without limitation, envelope and weight constraints, etc. , and costs,
3.2.5 Structural. Requirements
a.	 Proof pressure	 1.5 x nominal pressure
b.	 Burst pressure	 2.. 0 x nominal pressure
C,	 Collapsing pressure
	 15 psid
d.	 Cyclic life	 806 cycles at nominal. pressure
3.2.6 Natural. Environment - The AEPS,.shall be compatible with an Earth ambient,
Earth orbital, and a lunar surface environment.,
3.2.7 Induced' Environment - The REPS shall be compatible with the vehicle
environments and operating fluids and shall be capable of meeting the
structural requirements of launch, lunar Landing, operational, use and
re-entry.
3.2.8 Lunar Base EC/LSS Interface- - The projected Lunar 'Base EC/LSS baseline
is presented in Appendix B.
3, 2.9 Lunar Base Resupply Period - 180 days
,
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APPENDIX A - LUNAR BASE EVA MISSION MODELS
	
1.0
	 SCOPE
This appendix presents typical baseline Lunar Base EVA mission models. These
models have been established to serve as guides to determine representative time
allocations for specific tasks; to define operational procedures for donning/doffing,
checkout, egress/ingress, and recharge/regeneration; and to define applicable
interface areas. A summary logic diagram of EVA mission models is presented
in Figure A--1.
	
2.0
	 DISCUSSION
	
2.1	 Unatow EVA Equipment The AEPS need not be structurally stowed. It must be
designed to be easily handled in 1/6 gravity.
	
2.2	 Don EVA Equipment - An AEPS donning station will be required. As a design goal,
the assisted crewman should be capable of donning the ASPS in a pressurized
environment within 10 minutes.
	
2.3
	 Preliminary Checkout of EVA Equipment - This includes pressurization,
communication and telemetry, and all non-operational checks. Checkout tine,
as a goal, is 10 minutes. Checkout can be aided by a second crewman.
	
2.4	 Ingress Airlock - It is assumed that the vehicle to airloct , hatch is large enough to
walk through and ingress is done under pressurized conditions, 'When in the
airlock, the crewman will attach himself to the lunar base umbilicals, pressurize
himself, close the hatch, and depressurize th >a airlock. The airlock is of a large
enough capacity to handle a minimum of two crewmen.
	
2.5
	 Final Checkout of EVA Equipment -This includes non-operational checkouts as well
as all operational checkouts such as flows, CO2 level, thermal control, etz. This
is accomplished unaided to provide capability for single crewman vehicle egress for
emergency modes.
	
2.6	 Egress Lunar Base - Depressurize airlock, open hatch, egress (walk through), and
close hatch.
	
2.7
	 Transfer to Work Site -- Transfer will be accomplished by walking, Lunar Rover-
type vehicle, or Lunar Flyer-type vehicle.
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2.8
	 Perform EVA Mission
2.8.1	 Lunar Base Maintenance and Checkout - Lunar Base maintenance and checkout
consists of two modes--emergency and normal. Under the emergency mode, the
cause of failure may not be known and more than one EVA may be required; the
first being failure diagnosis, the second being corrective action. If the failure
cause is known, the failure is corrected on the first EVA. Normal maintenance
involves periodic checkout and replacement.
2. & 2	 Emergency Cx ew Retrieval - Will be achieved either by walking back together,
carrying back distressed crewman, or driving back in Rover.
2.8.3	 Station Assembly - Equipment will be either carried, transported in a cart, or
tranoported in a Rover. Assembly will consist of mechanical, attachment, alignment,
and deployment; pneumatic or hydraulic charging; purging lines; and electrical
attachment.
2.8.4	 Cargo Transfer - Will be accomplished either by individual crewmen carrying and
walking, in a cart, or on a Lunar Rover.
2.8.5	 EVA Exj2eriment Tasks - Will be extremely diversified and will entail such tasks as
data retrieval.; photography; biomedical monitoring; experiment transfer, deploy-
ment and activation; meteor ological/mineralogy sample collection; and remote
communications station assembly and activation.
2.9
	
Return to Lunar Base - .After completion of the EVA mission task or upon complete
utilization of the crewman's expendables/regenerables, the crewman returns to
the Lunar Base..
0
2.10
	
EVA Recharge/Regeneration - In the event that the crewman must return to his
mission task, he would transfer to an EVA recharge/regeneration station and
recharge/regenerate the ASPS and then return to the worksite to complete his
mission.
2.11 Ingress Lunar Base - After completion of the mission, the crewman will ingress
the Lunar Base hatch, close the hatch, pressurize the airlock, and shut down the
AEPS LSS.
2.12
	
Egress Airlock - The crewman then egresses through the airlock to the inside of
the main base.
2.13
	
Doff Equipment - The AEPS equipment is doffed by the unassisted crewman.
"=2 G
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APPENDIX B - LUNAR BASE EC/LSS BASELINE
	
1.0	 SCOPE
This appendix defines the Lunar Base EC /LSS baseline configuration as projected
for the 1980's. This baseline has been established to serve as a guide to determine
the REPS recharge/regeneration capabilities of the vehicle and will be updated and
revised, .as required, during the conduct of the study. Figure B-1 defines-the
critieal' EC/LSS. interfaces.
	
2.0	 CABIN- MODEL
3.0
Total. Pressure -
Oxygen Partial Pressure -
Diluent -
Cabin Temperature -
Dew Point -
0O2.Partial Pressure -
ATMOSPHERE STORAGE
10.0 psia
3.1 - 3.5 .psia
Nitrogen
65 to 75°F
40 to WF
3. 0 mm Hg, nominal, 15. 0 mm Hg emergency
	
3.1	 Oxygen Storage -a High Pressure Gas
Oxygen i's stored at 3000 psi using stainless steel, maraging steel, or' filament
;wound pressure vessels.
	
3.2	 Nitrogen .Storage - Decomposition of NH2 or N2H4
Liquid NH3 or N2H4 is decomposed in a reactor to H2 and N2 and passed through a
hydrogen separator where the majority of the hydrogen is removed and transmitted
to the Sabatier reactor. The separator effluent stream is combined with cabin air,
filtered to remove sulfides and, acid gases and then catalytically oxidized to remove
all traces of •hydrogen and ammonia. A final choice between N113 and N2H4 will
depend on the final vehicle leakage and toxicity requirements.
	
4.0
	 CO2/02 MANAGEMENT
	
4.1	 CO2 Removal. -_H,ydrogenDepolarized Cell
The hydrogen depolarized CO2 concentrator operates on the energy from the fuel
cell reaction (H2 + 1/2 02 --3-- H2O) to pump CO2 from a low partial pressure at
the cabin air cathode to a high partial pressure at the hydrogen anode. Humidified
cabin air enters the cell at the cathode and CO2 is transferred to the hydrogen anode
through a cesium carbonate electrolyte laden porous matrix. The CO2 and the
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4.1.	 (cont inuc%l j
eYct,ss hw's•o en are dolivered to an accumulator and the CO Q; free cabin air returns
to the eal;in throwTh a humidi.fi.er , ..The electrical power generated by this unit can
be conditioned for use or dibsip ,^ited.
4,2	 CO-) Reduction Sabatier Reactor/Methane Dump
Carbon dioxide front the CO`s =.)centration system and hydrogen from the electrolysis
up-it ,ind/or the NH3 or N2H4 storage subsystem are combined and fed to the Sabatier
reactor. Here the carbon dioxide is hydrogenated to form waster vapor and methane.
The teater is condensed, separated Lind transferred to the water management system
while the methane and excess hydrogen are dumped to space.
4.3	 Water Electrolysis
Water from the water management subsystem is fed by a metering pump to a water
electrolysis unit. Within the water electrolysis cells, water evaporates into and
diffuses across'the product hydrogen stream to-the electrolyte matrix, where it is
absorbed'for electrolysis to hydrogen, and oxygen.. A condenser-separator removes
excess water from the product , gases which is returned to the water management system
5.0
	 ATMOSPHERE CONTROL
5.1	 C irculaidon - Fans
Fans are provided for
- Distribute aid collect thermal and humidity control air, CO 2 process flow and
trace contaminant and bacteria control flow
- Eliminate potential hot spots
- Simulate free convection film coefficients for metabolic , cooling
- Eliminate water vapor, carbon dioxide and trace , gas pockets due to low
diffusion rates
5.2
	 'Temperature and Humidity Control
A condensing heat exchanger using a facerick water separator will maintain cabin
humidity control. Temperature control may consist of one or more of the following:
- Variable Speed fan
- Coolant modulation
- Reheat heat exchanger
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15.3
15.4
Pressure Control
Total pressure control is maintained by admitting nitrogen to the cabin through on-
dgmand .operation of the NH3 or N,244 decomposition system.
Composition control, the ratio of..oxygen to nitrogen in the cabin, is obtained by
controllipa
 tl^e partial pressure of oxygen as. it is produced by the water. electrolysis
assembly.
Contaminant. Control.
Contaminant control is maintained by passing cabin air through parallel charcoal bed
and catalytic oxidizer loops. Two charcoal'beds are utilized with one on line adsorbing
most of the general contaminants while the other is being desorbed. to space. A
presorbent bed removes ammonia and other catalyst poisoning gases thus protecting
the catalytic oxidizer which removes methane, carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Post-
sorbtion of the catalytic oxidizer is provided by a lithium ' carbonate bed. '
6. o THERMAL CONTROL
6.1	 CabinCoolant Loop - Water
Water will be used . as the intravehicular heat transport fluid and .wil,l.be available for
heating or cooling at temperatures between 36°F and 210°F. Overlapping system
temperature requirements enable a series arrangement of components and cascading
of heat loads in which waste heat from one subsystem is used to provide the heating
requirement of another.
6.2	 Radiator Loop Freon 21
Freon 21,
 will be utilized in the radiator fluid loop.
7.0 WATER MANAGEMENT
7.1	 Water Recovery - Vapor Diffusion
All water recovery will be accomplished by oneAistiilation process rather than multiple
systems tailored to accommodate a particular contaminated water source. Vapor
diffusion is an ambient pressure distillation process in which water evaporates from a
membrane surface, diffuses through: a gas--filled gap, and condenses on a porous metal
condensing-separating surface. The semi--permeable nnembrane prevents the' Pass n140
of solids and other contaminants into the condenser. The still is composed of several
mernl)rmle evaporator-condenser modules. In addition, the system employs a urillo
prelieater, a condenser coolant Loop, a circulation tank, pumps, pretreatment tangs,
and post-treatment equipment.
3--31
	7.2	 Water Storage and Control
Gravity feed water storage tanks utilizing a heater and insulation will hold
the contents at x60°F to provide hot water and maintain sterility.
	
8.0
	 POWER SUPPLY BRAYTON CYCLE
A long-lived radioisotope heat source/Brayton cycle system will provide
electrical and thermal power. Thermal power is available to the EC/LSS
through a 200ar water transport loop.
	
9.0
	
SUIT LOOP
A closed-loop suit loop is provided for emergency IVA and near base EVA
operation.
s
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MARS AEPS SPECIFICATION
1.0 SCOPE
This specification defines the basic requirements to be considered for the Mars AEPS
design analysis effort.
2.0 DESCRIPTION
The AEPS shall be a portable and mission regenerable/rechargeable system and
shall be capable of performing the life support functions of pressurization,
ventilation, breathing oxygen supply, contaminant control, humidity control, and
thermal control.
3.0 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Performance Requirements
3.1.1 EVA Mission Duration - 8 hours nominal
3.1.2 Metabolic Profile
a.	 AVerage 1200 BTU/hr
b.	 Peak 3000 BTU/hr
co	 Minimum 400 BTU/hr'
3.1.3 Pressurization - 7.0 ± 0.2 psia
3.1.4 External Leakage - 100 sec/min
3.1.5 Ventilation
a.	 Inlet flow rate 6 acfm
b.	 Inlet gas temperature 50-8011F
3.1. 6 Humidi] 5j Control.
a.	 Nominal inlet dewpoint 45°F
b,	 Maximum inlet dewpoint 60°F
3.1.7 Contamination Control
3.1.7.1 CO2 Control
a.	 Nominal. inlet CO2 level. 4 mmHg
b.	 Maximum inlet C 02 level 7.5 mmHg
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3.1.7.2 Particulate Contamination - The AEPS shall be capable of removing 1007o of
all particles 28 microns or larger, 9970 of all particles between 7 and 27
microns, and 95% of all particles under 7 microns.
3.1.7.3 Trace Contaminants - The maximum allowable concentrations and biological
generation rates of trace contaminants are defined in Table 3-1.
3.1.7.4 Odors - Odor level must not adversely affect crewman performance.
3.1.8	 Thermal Loads -» These heat loads are projected for a Mars equatorial EVA
mission:
i
a. Maximum inward heat leak 	 100 BTU/hr
b. Maximum outward heat leak	 700 BTU/hr
c. Equipment thermal loads 	 As required
3.1.9	 Life Requirements
a,	 Usefullife	 5 years
b.	 Shelf life	 3 years dry, 2 years wet
C.	 Operational life	 30 days; 22 EVA missions
(5 per week)
3.2	 Desio Requirements
3.2.1	 Mobility - AEPS shall provide minimum encumbrance to the crewman in
performance of his mission tasks. Typical Mars EVA mission models
are presented in Appendix A.
3.2.2	 Controls & Displays -- All AEPS controls and displays shall be located within
the sight of and normal reach of the suited crewman.
3.2.3
	 Center of Gravity - The CG of the AEPS and the man shall. be
 as close as
possible to the CG of the nude crewman, and shall not shift during coed etion
of the mission in excess of 3 inches.
3.2.3	 Maintainability
a. The AEPS shall not require inflight maintenance.
b. The AEPS shall be capable of being regenerated/recharged prior to,
each EVA mission.
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TABLE I
TRACE GAS CONTAMINATION MODLL
Maximum Concentration and Biological, Production Rate of Trace Contaminants
Contaminant	 Biologicgl Production
Rate, lb/hr
Acetaldehyde	 9.16 x 10" 9
Acetone	 2.02 x 10-8
Ammonia
	
2.62 x 10-5
n-Butanol	 1.2 x 10-7
Butyric Acid	 6.92 x 10-5
Carbon Monoxide	 1.43 x 10-6
Ethanol
	
3.68 x 10-7
Hydrogen
	
8.08 x 10-7
Hydrogen Sulfide
	
4.61 x 1.0-10
Indole	 9.18 x 10`6
Methane
	
1.3 x 10-5
Methanol	 1.39 x 10-7
Phenol.
	
3.46 x 10-5
Pyruvic Acid	 1.92 x 10`"5
Allowable
Concentration
m ff/m3
360
2400
70
303
144
115
1880
(4,1%)
28
126
(5. 3%)
262
19
. 9.2
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3.2.4	 Safety ^. The REPS shall mininiize the possibility of injury to crewman,,
service personnel,, etc. , because cf fire, explosion, toxicity, contamination,
and burns or shock subject to other parametric consideration including without
limitation, envelope and weight constraints, etc. , and costs:
3.2.5	 Structural Requirements
a. Proof pressure	 1.5 x nominal pressure
b. Burst pressure
	
2.0 x nominal pressure'
c. Collapsing pressure	 15 psid
d. Cyclic life	 250 cycles at nominal. pressure
3.2.6	 Natural Environment - The AEPS shall be compatible with an Earth. ambient,
Earth. orbital, Mars orbital and Mars surface environment.
3.2.7 Tiduced Environment - The . AEPS shall be compatible with-the vehicle
environments and operating fluids and shall be capable of meeting the
structural requirements of launch, Mars landing, operational use and
re-entry.
3.2. S	 Mars Excursion Module (MEM) EC/LSS interface -- The 'projected MENM EC/LSS
baseline Is presented in Appendix B.
3.2.9	 MEM Resupply Period - None
.,
r
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APPENDIX A - MARS EVA MISSION MODELS
	
1.0
	 SCOPE
This appendix,presents typical baseline Mars EVA mission models.. These models
have been established to serve as guides to determine representative time
allocations for specific tasks; to define operational procedures- for. donning/doffing,
checkout, egress/ingress, and recharge/regeneration; and to define applicable
i:4terface areas. A summary logic diagram of EVA mission models is presented
in Figure A-1.
	
2.0	 DISCUSSION
2.1 Unstow EVA. Equipment - The ASPS is structurally mounted to permit it to lake
the structural loads during earth launch and boost and Mars landing. -It must be
designed to facilitate handling in the Mars Excursion Module (MEM).:.
	
2.2
	 Don EVA Equipment -- An AEPS donning station. will be required. As a design goal.,
the unassisted crewman should be capable of donning the AEPS in a pressurized
cabin.
	
2.3	 Preliminary Checkout of EVA Equipment - This includes pressurization,
communication and telemetry, and all non-operational. checks; Checkout time,
as a goal, is 10 minutes. Checkout can be aided by a second crewman.
	
2.4	 Ingress Airlock -a It is assumed that the vehicle to airlock hatch is large enough
to walk through and ingress is done under pressurized conditions. When in the
airlock, the crewman will. attach himself to the MEM airlock umbilicals,
pressurize himself, close the hatch; and depressurize the airlock. The airlock
is of a large enough capacity to handle a minimum of two crewmen.
	
2.5	 Final Checkout of EVA Equipment - This includes non-operational checkouts
as well as all operational checkouts such as flows, CO2 level., thermal control,
etc. This is accomplished unaided to provide capability for single crewman
vehicle egress for emergency modes.
	
2.6	 Egress Vehicle -- Egress is assumed to be a "crawl. through' 29 inch diameter
hatch;
	
2.7
	
Transfer to the Mork Site - Transfer to the work site will be accomplished by
walking.
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FIGURE A 1. MARS EVA MISSION MODELS SUMMARY LOGIC
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2.8	 Perform EITA. Mission
2. 8.1 Emergenc T Cre-c,,7 Retale,%-al -- Consists of either earry ng back er t^-1 ing. haek
tiN3M a distressed crewman or earting him back on a transport r.
2.8.2 Cargo Transfer -- Consists of either hand-earrying or trawporting ,oargo on a
cart.
2.8.3 Ship Maintenance and Cheekout -Will be confined to the. emerge y mode of
maintenance and will consist of failure diagnosis, eorreeti.ve aeti,on. and eheek- utt.
2. S. 4 EVA Experiment Tasks -- N17111 ho extremely diversified and Nvill entail such tasks
as data retrieval; photography; biomedical monitoring; experiment transfer,
deployment and activation, and mote ox ologiealfmineralom'7 sample eolleotion.
2.9 Return to MEM -- After completion of the EVA mission task or upon complete
ul.lization of the cre-wman's elpend-,iblos/re,,rener,ibles, the c;rowm.,u). returns
to the MEM.
	
2. 10
	 EVA Recharge/Regeneration -- In flue e^^ent fide erewn^an m=ttst return, to his
mission task, he would traausfer to an EVA recharge/regeneration station and
recharge/regenerate the AEPS and then return to the work site to complete
his mission.
2.11 Ingress MEM -- After completion, of tlue mission, the crewman will ingress the
MEM, close the hatch, depressurize the MEM airlock, repressurize the MEM
airlock, and shut down the REPS TOSS. The crewman then egresses through the
airlock to the inside of the MEM.
	
2.12	 Doff Equipment -- The REPS equipjent is doffed by the unassisted crewman.
	
2.13	 Recharge/Regenerate - The AEPS is then recharged/regenerated.
	
2.14	 Stow AEPS -- Upon completion of recharge/regeneration, the AEPS is stowed.
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APPENDIX B - MARS LANDER 'EC/LSS BASELINE
1.0	 SCOPE
This appendi.x•defines the Mars Lander EC%LSS baseline configuration as
projected for the 1980 1 s. This baseline has been established to serve as a
guide . to determine the AEPS recharge/regeneration capabilities of the vehicle
and will be updated and revised, as required, during the conduct of the study.
Figure B-1 defines the critical. EC/LSS interfaces.
CABIN MODEL
Total Pressure
Oxygen Partial. Pressure
Diluent -
Cabin Temperature
Dew Point
CO2 Partial Pressure
10.0 psia
.3.1 -- 3.5 psia
Nitrogen
65 to 750F
. 40 to 5 8°F
3. 0 mm. Hg, nominal, 1:5.. 0 mm Hg emergency
ATMOSPHERE STORAGE
Oxygen Storage High Pressure Gas
Oxygen is stored at 3000 psi using. stainless steel, maraging steel., or filament'
wound pressure vessels.
	
3.2	 Nitrogen Storage -- High Pressure Gas
Nitrogen is stored at 3000 psi using stainless steel, maraging steel., or filament
wound pressure vessels,
	
4.0
	 CO2 MANAGEMENT
CO2 control is achieved through the utilization of solid regenerable sorbents.
The sorbent beds are thermally * regenerated and the CO2 is expelled to the
ambient Martian environment.
2.0
3.0
3.1
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5.0
	
ATMOSPHERE CONTROL
	5.1	 Circulation - Fans
Fans are provided to:
- . Distribute and collect thermal and humidity control air, CO2 ,
 process
flow and trace contaminant and bacteria control flow
Eliminate potential hot spots
-- 8imulate free convection film coefficients for metabolic cooling
-^ Eliminate water vapor, carbon dioxide and trace. gas pockets due to
low.diffusion rates
	
5.2	 Temperature and Hu midl y Control
A condensing heat exchanger using a face-wick water separator will maintain
cabin humidity control. Temperature control may conaist of one or more of
the following:	 .
Variable speed fan,
Coolant modulation
-- Reheat heat exchanger
	
5.3	 Pressure Control.
Total pressure control is maintained by admitting nitrogen to the cabin from
the nitrogen storage tanks. Composition control, the ratio of oxygen to nitrogen
in the cabin., is obtained by controlling the partial pressure of oxygen which is
supplied from the oxygen storage tanks.
5.4	 Contaminant Control
Contaminant control is maintained by passing cabin air through parallel.
charcoal bed and catalytic oxidizer loops. Two charcoal beds are utilized
with one on lane adsorbing most of the general contaminants while the other is
being desorbed to space. A presorbent bed removesemoves ammonia and other
catalyst poisoning gases, thus protecting the catalytic oxidizer which removes
methane,- carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Post--sorbtion of the catalytic
oxidizer is provided by a lithium carbonate bed.
10
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	6.0
	
THERMAL CONTROL
	
6.1	 Cabin Coolant Loop - Water.
Water will be used as the intravehicular heat transport fluid and will be available
for heating or cooling at temperatures between 36°F and 210 0: '. Overlapping
system temperature requirements enable a series arrangement of components
and cascading of heat loads in which waste heat from one subsystem is used to
provide the heating requirement of another.
	
6.2	 Radiator Loop - Freon 21
Freon 21 will be utilized in the radiator fluid loop.
	
7.0	 WATER MANAGEMENT
	
7.1	 Water Recovery - Vapor Diffusion
All -water recovery will be accomplished by one distillation-process . rather
than multiple ,systems tailored to accommodate a particular contaminated
water source. Vapor diffusion is an ambient pressure distillation process in
which, water evaporates from a membrane surface, diffuses through a gas filled
gap, and condenses of : , a porous metal condensing--separating surface. The
semi-permeable membrane prevents the passage of solids and other contam-
inants into the condenser. The still is composed of several membrane
evaporator-condenser modules. In addition, the system employs a urine
preheater, a condenser coolant loop, a circulation tarok, pumps, pretreatment
tanks and post-treatment equipment.
	
7.2	 Water Storage and Control
A tapered outlet cylindrical bladderless tank will make use of the surface
tension forces at a liquid-gas interface which causes the liquid surface to
assume a geometrical shape yielding the smallest surface areas. Simple
conical baffles in the tapered outlet (where the liquid will migrate to the
smaller end) will minimize the likelihood of the liquid breaking free and away
fkonm the outlet during upsets such as adverse gravity loads.
A. heater and insulation will hold the contents at 160 OF to provide hot water
and maintain sterility.
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4.o	 STUDY METHODOLOGY
This section describes Hamilton Standard's conduct of the AEPS study. Included in the
following discussion are a brief summary of the study approach, the study objectives,
guidelines and constraints, the study evaluation criteria, and a description of the study
flow.
4.1	 Study Approach Summary
To ensure that the proper study perspective was estai lished as early as possible in the
AEPS study, maximum use was made of prior pertinent studies and discussions with
the technical. monitor and other NASA personnel to prepare and release a comprehensive
AEPS Study Plan and a set of AEPS specifications for, the Space Station, Lunar Base,
and Mars missions. .
The subsystem studies task was initiated by the identification of numerous subsystem
concepts in the area . of thermal control, humidity control, CO2 control, 02 supply,
trace contaminant control and power.. Utilizing the ATPS specification as a • guide to
system ,requirements, these candidate subsystem concepts were analyzed and parametric
data generated. Subsystem comparative evaluations were then conducted in accordance
with the study evaluation criteria defined in Section 4.4 of this volume. The subsystems
selected were then carried into the system studies task and integrated into several
baseline AEPS schematic concepts and, op.ce again, evaluated in accordance with
the study evaluation criteria. Based .on the results of the systems evaluation, AEPS
concepts were selected for each of the three missions--Space Station, Lunar Base, and
Mars.
After establishment of the selected AEPS concepts, a , priority listing of required
technology development activity to permit. the recommended AEPS concepts to be
developed was generated.
4.2
	 Objective
The objective of the.AEPS study is to provide a meaningful appraisal of various .
regenerable and partially regenerable. portable life support system concepts for EVA
use in the 1980's.
4.3	 Guidelines '& Constraints
The above objective was accomplished within the following assumptions and guidelines
as agreed to with the NASA Ames Research Center:
1.	 The effort is not to be confined to the conventional techniques of system
portability: i. e. , backpacks. Rather, in generating concepts for the AEPS,
consideration is also to be given to ideas such ac:
0
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	1.	 (continued)
a. Total or partial subsystem integration into the protective suit.
b. Placing of the life support subsystems on -a cart or vehicle with umbilical to
the suit.
c1	 integration of the life support system into .a pack or suit with subsystem
modules removable for regeneration on a cart or vehicle.
	
2.	 The degree of regenerability is an important consideration of this study. A
spectrum of system configuration is possible, xanging from totally expendable to
completely regenerative. Degrees of regenerability are defined as follows:
a. A completely regenerative life support system is defined in this study as
essentially a closed life support system. It removes exhaled C-02 for
reclamation of the oxygen, and. it captures water lost from the astronaut
for collection and purification. Furthermore, no water=or other material
is sublimated or evaporated to space as a mechanism of .heat removal.
There is no loss of mass from the system.as a result of its -use except
possibly for trace contaminant disposal, or a small amount of external
leakage cf fluids from the life support system and suit. Moreover, all
systems are reuseable and are not discarded after use.
b. A partially regenerable life support system is defined as a system which has
one or more, but not all, subsystems dependent on expendables. For
example; a portable life support system may use a space radiator to reject
heat rather than subliming water, but it may still use L30H to remove CO2,
charcoal for adsorption of trace contaminants, etc.
c. A fully expendable life support system, such as the Apollo EMU Portable
Life Support System (PLSS), uses expendables. for CO2 removal., heat
rejection, .trace contamination control, and power.
i
	
3.	 There is no requirement that recharging or regeneration of the regenerable
portions of the system occur specifically within the REPS; the regeneration may
also occur within the parent vehicle. For example, oxygen need not. be
 reclaimed
from the CO2 within the structure of the AEPS, but rather the. CO2 may be
collected in the AEPS and returned to the vehicle for reduction. However, if
reclamation and recharge are to take place in the vehicle, the necessary vehicle
equipment must be considered as part of the AEPS design, and the: penalties
associated with this approach must be evaluated,
	
4.	 For clarity, the AEPS concepts should be separated according to the following
classifications:
a.	 Completely Regenerable Systems:
1. Systems independent of vehicle or shelter.
2. - Systems using partial recharge or regeneration in or from the vehicle
or shelter.
4-4
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3. Systems having total recharge or regeneration in or from the vehicle
or shelter.
b.	 Rotially R.egenerable Systems:
1. Systems independent of Vehicle or shelter.
2. Systems using partial recharge or regeneration in or from the vehicle
or shelter.
3. Systems having total recharge or regeneration in:or from. the vehicle
or shelter.
C,	 Totally Expendable Systems.
5. The.AEPS system(s) concepts selected for earth orbital missions.need not
necessarily be the system selected for lunar surface or Martian surface
operations; however, commonality of subsystems is to be strived for as a.
design goal..
6. No consideration is to be given to management of the astronaut urine or fecal.
material.
7. Emergency and backup systems' are not to be considered as a* part of this study
unless- the backs p capabilities a're inherent in the REPS design.
	
4.4	 Study Evaluation. Criteria
Selection of the,most favorable EVA subsystem and system equipment has .always
posed a difficult problem. This is particularly true for the ASPS study as it deals
with long duration earth orbital, lunar surface, and Martian surfaee missions,
wherein the vehicle penalty for an AEPS configuratioli has now become increasingly
more important than it was for the shorter term Gemini and .Apollo programs. This
reduces the validity of the traditionalheavy emphasis on AEPS equivalent volume
and weight within the evaluation criteria. Thus, to fulfill the objective of the AEPS
study within the assumptions and guidelines Listed previously, it has been necessary
to establish criteria reflecting an objective evaluation of not only the EVA crewman
and his equipment, but also of the parent vehicle or shelter, and the total mission.
The determination of the AEPS study selection criteria is based on a recognition that
some requirements ar_ a absolute, others are of primary importance,. and still others
are secondary in that they represent second order effects. The criteria used as a
basis for the AEPS subsystems and system selection are shown in Figure 4--1. The
criteria are applied sequentia?.ly in the groups shown to eliminate concepts that fail
on either an absolute (go/no go) or comparative basis and to provide the basis ,for
selection between surviving candidates. If an eliminated concept still has a potential
application if adequately developed, it is identified as a possible candidate for
research and development in the pacing technology phase of the study program.
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4.4	 (c ontinued)
Go/No Go Criteria -.Go/No Go criteria define the minimum acceptable requirements
for a concept. - If a concept does not meet or cannot be modified or augmented to meet
all of the go/no go criteria, no further
.
 consideration 'is given in the study and that
particular concept is listed as una.ceeptable and eliminated. The go/no go criteria are
listed as follows
Performance - All concepts must be capable of meeting the entire performance
specification to be considered as candidates. To provide a common basis,
conceptual designs are adjusted for each competing subsystem, system, or
method to meet the same performance requirements.
Safety - Safety of each concept is evaluated with respect to fire, contamination,
explosion.hazards, hot spots, bacteriological problems, and crew-hazards to
determine -if any of these are present which cannot be eliminated by careful
design or inclusion of additional control equipment, different materials, etc.
Hazards are investigated during normal operation and off-design operation. If
any serious problems are discovered which-cannot be reasonably avoided, the
concept is eliminated.
Availability - Availability is a measure of the probablility of a concept , being fully
operational within the required time period (following reasonab"e development
effort). Preliminary screening of concepts eliminates many questionable concepts
where feasibility has not been convincingly established. Availability 'is evaluated
by an analysis of the subsystem approach, its interfaces and hardware require-
ments to define problem areas and design "qualms". These are classified into
state-of-the-art (advanced technology)-versus design/development type problems
and estimates made of schedule requirements for technology advance and
development improvements.
Crew Acceptabili •Ly - This is a measure of the psychological acceptability of the
approach by the eventual user. The equipment must be designed to assure that it.
includes neither physical nor mental stress on the crew. If a concept is deemed
to be' unacceptable by the crew and cannot be corrected, that concept is eliminated.
Examples of potential marginal areas where; crew acceptability may be an over-
riding criteria are the use of a radioactive power source, location of controls
and displays, specific EVA operational procedures, etc. If a "marginal" concept
does pass the go/no go test, it will be highlighted as "marginal" to ensure further
consideration of that criterion during later stages of the evaluation.
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*VEHICLE EQUIV. VOLUME
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-MAINTAINABILITY
	
-FLEXIBILITY	 ,COST
FIGURE 4-1. EVALUATION CRITERIA
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4.4	 (continued)
Primary Criteria - These primary criteria are the principal evaluation criteria for all
concepts that pass the go/no go criteria requirements. The ratings applied to a candidate
concept are.dependent upon the characteristics of the candidate relative to the other
candidates. Each candidate concept receives a ratinj of from 0 to 100• for each primary
criterion. Each rating is then multiplied by the weighting factors defined .in Table 4-1
and these are added to, obtain a total rating for each candidate concept. If a clear-cut
choice is not evident, the remaining competing concepts are reviewed against the
secondary criteria. The primary, criteria are listed as follows:
Vehicle Equivalent Weight
NYiY^ -- The physical aspects of any given concept can be- NON n .WI...r.^^.W	 ^ 
converted to an equivalent vehicle launch weight penalty for purposes of comparison.
Equivalent vehicle weight consists of subsystem: or system fixed weight,
expendables, power requirements, heat rejection requirements, recharge and/or
regeneration equipment, spares, and special interface equipment: If the equivalent
vehicle weight for a given concept is greater than that for the-existing Apollo EMU
concept, it is. eliminated.
AEPS Equivalent Volume -AEPS equivalent volume consists of all EVA Life support
equipment with which the crewman must egress from the vehicle and is an indirect
measurement of crewman encumbrance and mobility hindrance. If a given concept
-results in an AEPS with a suit--mounted EVA equipment: volume which is greater
than the existing Apollo EMU PLSS; it is' eliminated. This criterion, as is
equivalent vehicle weight, is a tool that provides an objective quantitative basis
for evaluation and represents the two most important evaluating criteria for use
during the study.
Reliability Reliability is a measure of the probability that a concept will meet
the total mission requirements with a minimum of spares, redundancy and
maintenance time. In addition, single point failures and sequential failures are
eliminated. Application of these criteria entail objective engineering assessments
and do not involve interpolation of numbers representing failure probability
estimates.
Operability - Operability is a measure of the concept's ability to be simply used
for the mission's various operating modes including: don/doff, startup, checkout,
egress/ingress, . shutdown, recharge/regeneration, and operational variations
during the actual EVA: ff the operability of a candidate concept is considered
unacceptable, it is eliminated.
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yCRITERIA WEIGHTING FACTORS 
SPACE	 STATION LUNAR BASE MARS
VEHICLE EQUIVALENT
WEIGHT 0.30'  0.3 5 0.35
ASPS EQUIVALENT
VOLUME 0.30 ' 0.25 0.25 .
RELIABILITY 0.15 (x.15 0.15
OPERA-BILITY .. 0.15. 0.15 0.15'
FLEXIBILITY 0.10 0.10 O'.10
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(continued)
Plexibility - Flexibility is a measure of the concept's ability to be used under
various conditions at minimum penalty:
a;	 Different types of EFTA missions such as exploration, cargo transfer,
assembly operations, etc.
b,	 Differmit space programs involving varying gravity environments, thermal
environments, etc.
c.	 Adaptability of incorporating new technology, thus preventing premature
technical obsolescence.
Secondary Criteria -- These secondary criteria represent a step in depth of competitive
evaluation, which is taken if no clear-cut selection is available from the primary
criteria. Ratings of the candidate concepts against secondary characteristics are
relative assessments within each area of consideration and, as in the implementation of
the primary criteria, each candidate concept receives a rating of from 0 to 100 for each
criterion. Each rating is then multiplied by the weighting.factors defined inTable 4--2
and these, are added to obtain a total rating for each candidate concept. A concurrent
review of both the primary and secondary evaluation results is then conducted. Those
concepts which score relatively high in both evaluations are considered to have passed
the secondary evaluation; khose that score relatively low in both evaluations are
rejected and eliminated from further consideration.
In any event, the secondary criteria will be .applied against all recommended concepts
to provide 'a systematic review of the overall acceptability of these selected concepts
and to ensure that these characteristics would.not preclude their use. The secondary
criteria are listed as follows:
Vehicle Equivalent Volume - Equivalent vehicle volume is a volumetric measure
of the subsystem, expendables, recharge and/or regeneration . equipment, power
penalty, heat rejection . penalty, and .special interface equipment, and is a "second--
order" tool which provides an objective quantitative basis for evaluation.
AEPS Equivalent Weight _. SingQ this criterion is directly considered in the
primary criteria of equivalent vehicle weight, the primary emphasis of weight
in the secondary criteria is the limiting factor of ability to handle, service,
move, replace, and/or install the equipment and the effect upon the total. EVA
system (including REPS, space suit, etc. ) center of gravity.
lnterface Compability -- This is a measure of the ability of the concept to
integrate with other subsystems or components, the crew, the space suit and
the vehicle without a severe penalty on the other areas. Because of the physical
and functional scope of an AEPS, an interface check is necessary to assure that
no unreasonable problems are encountered in eventual integration of the AEPS
in: . the total mission/vehicle system.
r
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CRITERIA WEIGHTING FACTORS
SPACE STATION LUNAR BASE MARS
VEHICLE EQUIVALENT
VOLUME 0.30 ' 0.30- 0.30.
AEPS EQUIVALENT(EIGHT 0.15 0.20 0.20 ,
INTERFACE
COMPATIBILITY- 0.25 0.20 0.20	 .
MAINTAINABILITY 0.20 0.20 0.20
COST 0.10. 0.10 0.10
TABLE 4-2
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4.4	 (continued)
Maintainability - .Maintainability is a measure of the time required for checkout,
replacement of expendables, regeneration of components or subsystems, cleaning,
and scheduled and unscheduled maintenance where such operations ,
 are required.
This assessment is made after a satisfactory design concept is evolved with
respect to performance, spares $ redundancy, and modularity.
Cost 
,
--Cost is a secondary criterion since the mission must first be achieved.
If two or more competing concepts can achieve the mission, then cost differences
are considered as. a significant basis for decision.
	
4.5	 Study Flow
The planned flow of the AEPS study is pertinent as an aid in understanding the material
accumulated in, this report and the discussion of the parametric data in the subsequent
sections and volumes.
The AEPS study program consists of the following four basic tasks conducted in
accordance with the summary study logic diagram presented in Figure 4-2.
a.	 Study Plan and Specifications - ' The basic ingredients to a meaningful . AEPS study
are the study plans and the AEPS specifications. The diverse nature of earth
orbital, lunar, and Martian applications required that separate AEPS specifica-
tions be generated for each application. However, in the conduct of the study, a
greater emphasis was placed on the. earth orbital and lunar base AEPS configura-
tions due to the higher probability of the occurrence of these missions and their
better near-term -schedule prospects. In addition, the technology required for
development of a Mars AEPS could be a natural ,
 outgrowth of the Space Station
or Lunar Base AEPS.
Some of the obvious design parameters which vary depending upon the type of
application and thus affect AEPS concept selection are:
1. Gravity environment
2. Ambient pressure
3. Environmental thermal. model
4. Metabolic.work rates
5. Life requirements
0.	 Resupply periods
7. Mating vehicle EC/LSS configuration
8. Mating vehicle power source
9. Specific EVA mission work performance requirements
10. Number of EVA hours per man per week
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a. (continued)
The goal of these specifications is to be general guidelines representing the
probable trends for earth orbital, Lunar Base, and Mars landing missions in
the -1980 1 s. Efforts were made to remain flexible and to avoid basing either
specification on one particular mission concept or one particular vehicle'
configuration. This approach prevented an ultimate system that is too specific
to be used with more than one vehicle or for more than one type of EVA mission.
To supports the specification generation effort, baseline EVA mission models were
established to define work performance tasks and required crew skills; to
determine representative time allocations for these tasks; to define operational
procedures for donning/doffing, checkout, egress/ingress, recharge/regenera-
tion, etc. ; and to define applicable interface areas. In..ad, J on, vehicle EC/LSS
models were established to serve as guides to determine the AEPS recharge/
regeneration capabilities of the vehicle. The vehicle mission models are based
upon Hamilton Standard's past contract efforts such as the Advanced Integrated
Life Support System, (AILSS) program, and our present contract efforts on the
Space Station Prototype (SSP) program and with both of the Space Station Phase
B Prime Contractors. These EVA miasion models and vehicle EC/LSS models
were continually recycled and revised during the study as the influence on -the
REPS concepts were determined.
b. Subsystem Studies - The first step in the subsystem definition study was the
preparation of subsystem requirements for each of the major functional areas
of each configuration. Based upon these requirements, candidate concepts were
identified in each of the major subsystem areas (CO2 control/02 supply, trace
contaminant control, thermal control/humidity control, and power). In areas
where in-house data was not complete, a literature, survey was conducted and
industry contacts made, as required. Once all data was assembled and
candidate subsystem concepts identified, a preliminary evaluation was conducted
to screen out the candidates that are obviously noncompetitive. Performance
characteristics (such as flow rates, temperature levels and pressure levels) of
the selected candidate subsystems were roughly determined and preliminary
schematics and component lists generated. The candidate subsystems were
then sized to meet the subsystem requirements.
These subsystems were then compared against the go/no go evaluation criteria
(performance, safety, availability and crew acceptability). If a concept was found
unacceptable, sufficient auxiliary equipment was added, if possible, to that
subsystem to meet the go/no go criteria. If a candidate concept could not be
made acceptable, it was removed from further consideration at that point.
A parametric analysis of the remaining candidate subsystem concepts was then
conducted. The following data was generated as required for comparison
purposes among the candidate subsystems:
d
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4.5	 b.	 (continued)
1. Vehicle launch weight, including expendables, spares, recharge and/or
.regeneration equipment, and checkout equipment, in addition to the basic
subsystem versus total mission duration.
2. EVA .equipment volume versus EVA mission duration.
3, Vehicle launch volume versus. total mission duration.
4. EVA equipment weight versus EVA mission duration.
4
The remaining candidate subsystems were then oompared against the primary
criteria (equivalent vehicle weight, AEPS equivalent volume, reliability, operability
and flexibility). ' Further equipment was added or the arrangements modified, as
required, to upgrade candidate , subsystem concepts that were. found to be unaccept-
able or inferior relative to the reliability and operability criteria. Of course, the
associated. weight, volume, and power penalties, were also reflected in the
parametric analyses. If a candidate concept could not be made acceptable, or
was still' obviously grossly inferior -to the other candidates, it was . removed from
further consideration at that point.
If a clear cut choice still could not be.  made from the primary criteria evaluation,
the remaining candidate subsystem concepts were compared against the secondary
criteria (equivalent vehicle volume, ' AEPS equivalent weight,' interface"`compatibility,
maintainability, q.nd cost). As in the primary criteria evaluation; equipxiient
modifications were made to a candidate concept(s) to upgrade it relative to the
qualitative criteria (interface compatibility and maintainability) if it appeared
inferior to other competing concepts. Again, the associated penalties were
reflected in the parametric analyses.
Based upon the results of the subsystem evaluations, a selection of the best
competing subsystems were made for each of the AEPS configurations, It is
significant to note that several subsystems that perform the same-function were
recommended for further study on the system Level..
In summary, the 'subsystem comparative evaluations continually attempted to
upgrade all candidate, concepts to an equivalent level of acceptance as measured
by the qualitative criteria and thus permit final, subsystem selections to be made
on a quantitatir a basis.
4-15
1. Subsystem interfaces (both functional and physical)
2. Instrumentation and controls
3. Thermal balance
4. Equipment power requirements
5. Humidity control
6. Method of heat transport to heat rejectinl, system and associated coolant
flows
7. Trace contamination requirements
8. Suit and vehicle interfaces
The candidate baseline systems were then subjected to a comparative evaluation
utilizing the criteria defined in Paragraph 4.4 and the parametric results of the
subsystem studies. Results of the systems evaluation led to the selection of the
Space Station, Lunar Base and Mars Base AEPS baseline concepts. A baseline
concept is defined as a competitive AEPS concept for a given.set of EVA mission
requirements. and Mission/Vehicle constraints. .
Prior to a final review and iteration of the AEPS baseline concepts, Hamilton
Standard reviewed with NASA the general specification and the evaluation criteria
to assure that both are still consistent with the objectives of the study and the	 J
results to date. Upon satisfactory completion of this task, a detailed performance
review and evaluation of the AEPS baseline concepts was performed, as required,
to optimize system performance. Components and subsystems were resized,
as required, and system arrangements modified, if required.
The operational modes of each baseline concept were reviewed in detail to
simplify operational procedures. Specific emphasis was placed on:
1. Startup, checkout, and shutdown procedures
2. Recharge and/or regeneration procedures
3. Maintenance procedures
A safety/reliability evaluation of each baseline concept was conducted. Top level
System FMEA ts were conducted and all single point and sequential failures were
eliminated. This analysis also formed the basis for the selection of the AEPS
instrumentation.
4--x.6
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4.5	 C.	 (continued) :
The interface dompatibility of each AEPS baseline concept was evaluated with
respect to the crew, the space suit, the vehicle and other EVA equipment.
Specific emphasis was placed on lop-ation of AEPS controls and displays, use of
mobile carts, use of the Time Independent Module/Time Dependent Module
(TIM/TDM) concept, partial and full integration of the ASPS into the space suit,
and compatibility of the AEPS subsystems with vehicle EC/LSS subsystems.
The final ASPS system recommendations resulted from this total effort.
d.
	
	 New Technology w After establishment of the AEPS baseline concepts, a portion
of the study effort was directed toward generation of a priority listing of required
technology development activity to permit the AEPS recommendations to be
implemented.
The principal objectives of this effort were:
1. To provide confirmation of attractive concepts where, although feasibility
may have been demonstrated, development status and confidence is marginal.
2. To define problems and recommended approaches to solve these problems.
The list of recommended developmental activities is in priority order to provide
a means to adjust program scope to the available funding.
4--17/4--18
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5.0	 SUBSYSTEM STUDIES
	5.1	 General
To ensure that the results of this study were both meaningful and useful, for..future
related efforts, Hamilton Standard adopted abroad-based approach to candidate
subsystem concept identification. The whole gamut of concept approaches was investi-
gated with a specific effort on our part to preclude any pre-judgement of concept value
prior to concept identification. Specific emphasis.was placed in the areas of thermal
control and CO2. control/02 supply, as they represented the areas where the greatest
benefits could be derived through reduction of vehicle. penalties and ASPS volume and
weight.
Initial effort results in the identification of 55 candidate thermal control concepts
(Table 5-1), 21 candidate CO2
 control concepts (Table 5-2), 14 candidate 02 supply
concepts (Table 5-3)', and 3 candidate 02 'generation concepts (Table 5-4). All of
these concepts were evaluated on a cursory basis and those that were deemed to be
"obviously noncompetitive" were eliminated. Of these original candidate concepts
identified and analyzed on a preliminary basis, 25 thermal control concepts and 19
combined CO2 control/02 supply concepts were carried into the go/no go evaluation.
These candidate concepts were subjected to the go/no go, primary and secondary
evaluations in consecutive order and in accordance with the procedure described in
Section. 4.0. As a result of these evaluations, the three general thermal control
categories selected for further evaluation during the system studies are:
a. ,
	Expendable concepts utilizing water
b..	 Radiation
C,	 Thermal storage
One general CO2 control./02 supply categorywas selected for further evalu-
ation during the system studies - a solid regenerable sorbent combined
with a high pressure gaseous oxygen supply systein. Two families of
solid regenerable sorbents were identified as candidate materials:
a.	 Metallic oxides
b:	 Solid amines
This section descr& 3s each of the subsystems recommended to be carried into
the systems studies and presents comparative parametric data,
	
5.2
	
Subsystem Descriptions
5.2.1 Thermal Control - The thermal control subsystem concepts recommended to be
carried into the systems integration phase of the AEPS study are:
5-3/5-4
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X. EXPENDABLES
Water
1. Water Boiler
2. Super-Cooled Water Boiler
3. Super-Cooled Water Boiler with Vapor Regenerative Cooling
4. Water Sublimator
5. Super--Cooled Water Sublimator
6. Super--Cooled Water Sublimator with Vapor Regenerative Cooling
7. Plate Fln Flash Evaporator
8. Nonsteady State Pulse Feed Flash Evaporator
9. Static Vortex Flash Evaporator
10. Turbine-Rotary Vortex Flash Evaporator
11. Motor Rotary Vortex Flash Evaporator
12. Multi-Stage Flash Evaporator
13. Vapor Diffusion Through Suit Pressure Valves
14. Vapor Diffusion Through Water Permeable Membrane.
Hydrogen Peroxide iH2O2)w
15. H2O2 Dissociation into H2O & 02
Ammonia .(NH3)
16. NH3 Boiler
17. NH3 Sublimator
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) w
18. CO2 Boiler
19. CO2 Sublimator
Methane (CH4)
20. CH4 Sublimator
Cryogenics
21. Cryogenic 02
22. Cryogenic H2
Feces/Urine Sludge
23. Evaporation of H2O From Feces/Urine Sludge
II. CONDUCTION
24. Conduction Via the Lunar or Martian Surface
III. CONVECTION igtA ,O.Y_NL
25. Free Convection
26. Forced Convection
27. Hilsch Tube	 Nlktw
,Iry	
.
TABLE 5--.
THERMAL CONTROL
yTABLE 5-1
kL CONTROL CONCEPTS
A
IV. RADIATION
Direct Cooling
28. LCG
29. Heat Pipe
30. Water Adsorption Utilizing ---
31. LiCl. 3H2O
32. CaC l . 6H2O
33. Molecular Sieve
34. Silica Gel
35. LiBr . 3H2O
36. Na2Se . 16H2O
Indirect Cooling
37. Vapor Compression Refrigeration Cycle Using Freon
38. Water Adsorption Cycle Using NH3
39. Maier Adsorption Cycle Using LiBr
40. Brayton Cycle Using Air
V.
	 THERMAL STORAGE
41. Ice .
42. Subcooled Ice
43, Thermal Wax -- Transit 86
44. Eutectic Salt -- Sodium Sulphate (Na2SO4 • 10 H2O)
45. Phosphonium Chloride (PH4Cl)
46. Hydrogen (H2)
47. Lunar or Martian Rock
VI. ENERGY" CONVERSION
48. Thermoelectric
49. Thermioni.c
5 0. Thermodielectric
VII. IIYBRiDS
51. Expendable/Radiation - Direct Cooling
52. Expendable/Radiation -- Indirect Cooling
53. Expendable/Thermal Storage
54. `-diation/Thermal Storage
56.	 h.ermal Storage/Water Adsorption
FOLDOUT FRAM,
2.^
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H.
IV.
Open Loop
6. Purge Flow
REGENERABLES
Solid Sorbents	 '
7. Activated Charcoal
8. Molecular Sieve
9. Metallic Oxides
10. Solid Amines
Liquid Sorbents
11. Carbonate Solutions
12. Liquid Amines
ELECTROCHEMICAL
13. Hydrogen Depolarized Cell.
14. Two--Stage Carbonation Cell
15. One-Stage Carbonation Cell
16. Electrodialysis
17. Fus ed Salt
MECHANICAL
18. Simple Membrane Diffusion
19. Immobilized Liquid Membrane Diffusion
20. Mechanical Freezeout
21. Crvozenic Freezeout
Hamilton	 U
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TABLE 5-2
CO2 CONTROL CONCEPTS
I.	 EXPENDABLES
Solid Sorbents
1. Hydroxides
2. Sup eroxid es
3. Peroxides
4. Ozonides
Liquid Sorbent
5. Hydroxide Solutions
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TABLE 5-3
OXYGEN SUPPLY CONCEPTS
I.	 02 STORAGE
1-: Gaseous
2 .. Supercritical Utilizing Thermal Pressurization
3. Subcritical Utilizing Thermal Pressurization
4. Subcrz :ical Utilizing. Positive Expulsion
5. Solid
IL	 SOLID DECOMPOSITION
6. Superoxides
7. Peroxides
8. Ozonides
9. Sodium Chlorate Candles (Na.C103)
10. Lithium Perchlorate Candles (LIC104)
III.	 LIQUID DECOMPOSITION
11. Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2)
12, Reactant Storage (N2H4/N204)
13. Reactant Storage (N2H4/H2O2)
IV	 ELECTROLYSIS
14. Water Electrolysis
TABLE 5-4
OXYGEN GENERATION CONCEPTS
1. Solid Electrolyte
2. Bosch Reactor/Water Electrolysis 	 • .
3. Sabatier Reactor/Water Electrolysis
5-7
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5.'2. 1	 (continued)
a. Water Boller (Figure 5-1 -, The water boiler was selected as repre-
sentative of expendable concepts utilizing the heat of vaporization or
heat of sublimation of water to.provide thermal control. Thewater
boiler utilizes the heat of vaporization of water to provide direct cooling
of the Liquid Cooling Garment (tCG) loop and vent loop. The wick-fed
bailer also acts as the storage vessel for the expendable water. The
expendable water boiling temperature is controlled by a back pressure
valve, wIlIch is either a temperature sensing or pressure sensing flow
control valvo. Crewman comfort is achieved automatically by the
temperature control valve which controls LCG loop flow through the
water boiler. Water vapor in the vent loop is condensed in the water
boiler and removed by the water separator. This separated water is
then fed into tho water boiler as. expendable water, thus providing addi--
tional.cooling capacity. A relief valve furnishes protection against
overpressurazation due to storage temperature fluctuations. Recharge
is simply accomplished in the vehicle/base utilizing the water fill valve.
Although the water boiler is the lightest and most compact of the
recommended thermal control subsystems, its vehicle weight and 'Volume
penalties are two to three times that of any of the other recommended
thermal control subsystems.
b. Thermal Storage - Phosphonium Chloride 4PH4Cl) - Thermal storage
utilizing PH4CI is a self-regenerable thermal control concept and is
schematically depicted in Figure 5-2... PH4CI has the following known
prop erties :
a. Heat of Fusion - 824 BTU/Lb at 82°F
b. Specific ' Gravity 1.7 to 2.0
c. Triple Point of 48 atmospheres at 82°F
d.. Headily decomposes below 20 atmospheres at room tempera-
ture to phosphine (PH3) gas and hydrogen chloride (HCI) gas.
Since PH3 is highly toxic, the thermal storage unit has been
concepted to minimize the probability of any failure resulting
in external. leakage.
PH4CI melts at 82'F. Since it is desirable to reject heat from the
oxygen ventilation loop and the liquid heat transport loop at approxi-
mately 50°F, a heat pump loop is required. The heat pump loop is a
vapor compression cycle using Freon as the coolant. Heat from the
oxygen ventilation loop and the liquid transport loop is added to the
Freon loop at the heat exchanger. The compressor pumps the
evaporated Freon up to the saturation pressure equivalent to 82 °F.
5-8
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5.2.1	 (continued)
b. A 150°F superheat temperature is actually achieved downstream of the
compressor due to compressor efficiency, which for the purposes of this
study has been assumed to be constant and equal to 36 percent. A
variable speed compressor is utilized to conserve battery power at low
load conditions and Freon flow is controlled electronically by feedback
from the pressure sensor at the Freon heat exchanger outlet. The Freon
is cooled and condensed across the PH4CI thermal storage unit by melting of
the PH4Cl. The Freon is then expanded across the variable orifice back to the
Freon heat exchanger inlet conditions. The variable orifice back pressures flow
as a function of Freon heat exchanger outlet pressure and is electronically controlled
by the pressure sensor located at the Freon heat exchanger outlet. The Freon cycle
is completed as the Freon passes through the heat exchanger to be re--evaporated.
Hamilton Standard conducted an extensive literature and industry survey
in an attempt to find materials with a heat of h4pion greater than that of
water and with a melting point between 50 to 150°F. PH4Cl was the
only candidate material identified. After reviewing the pertinent litera-
ture and the properties of P114Cl specifically, it was concluded that
there might be a family of high pressure/high heat of fusion materials.
According to the Clapeyron.Relation, Johnston's Empirical Rule (JAC$,
Volume 34, Page 788, 1912) 3, and athmer's Method (Ind. and Eng,
Chem, , Volume 32, Page 841, 1940), the heat of fusion of a material
is a function of;
a. ) p	 of the solid/liquid line on the triple point curve
2)t
b. a v (change in specific volume from solid to liquid)
C .	 Melting Point Temperature
Utilizing these relationships as a base, synthesis of materials with a
high heat of fusion and a melting point within a given temperature range
is a distinct possibility. Applied research and development toward this
goal is required.
c. Expendable/Thermal. Storage , PHAC1 (Figure 5--3) - This hybrid concept
is a combination of the water boiler and the . PH4Cl thermal storage
concepts. Hybrid concepts are utilized in an attempt to get the best of
two worlds --- the low AEPS volume and weight associated with the
expendable water boiler concept and the minimum vehicle penalty associ-
ated with the PH4Cl thermal storage concept. The water boiler is
connected in parallel with the thermal storage unit via a temperature
control valve. The temperature control . valve selects what percentage
a
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5.2.1	 (continued)
c. of the heat load from the liquid heat transport loop is shared by each
subsystem, the intention being that. the PH4Cl thermal storage unit
can handle the average ASPS heat load and the water boiler handle
peak loads. By doing this, compressor power and expendable water
are minimized.
The water boiler provides humidity control by cooling the- oxygen vent
loop and condensing the entrained moisture, The condensate is then
separated from the oxygen vent loop by .the water separator and fed
back into the water boiler to provide additional cooling capacity. This
system is flexible in that it can be sized for a multitude of thermal
load sharing combinations.
d. Expendable/Direct Radiative Cooling (Figure 5--4) - This hybrid con-
cept consists of a water boiler and a low temperature radiator
connected in parallel through the temperature control valve. The
liquid heat transport loop is directly cooled in the radiator. The
temperature control valve selects what percentage of the AEPS heat
Rload is shared by each subsystem. rihe raaiatgr is a rate dependent
thermal control device and is sized to handle the total AEPS thermal
load for a "dark side" mission, thus radiator size and water expended
in the boiler. are minimized. The water boiler handles all ekcess
thermal loads.
Humidity control is provided by a condensing heat exchanger and a
water separator which feeds the separated water to the water boiler
to provide additional cooling capacity. For low load conditions, a
variable area device is utilized to prevent overcooling of the liquid
heat transport loop. Since this concept is a low temperature radip
-tion concept, it is more applicable to a Mars application than a Lunar
Base application because of the smaller solar constant of Mars --- 192
versus 442 BTU/Hr-Ft2 . Due to the radiator size and configuration,
a deployable concept may be required to permit the crewman to egress
and ingress from his vehicle or base. To prevent surface degradation
of the radiator due to dust, meteorites, and/or operational wear,
planned maintenance may be required. This concept is not competitive
for Space Station.
e. Expendable/Radiator (Figure 5-5) - This hybrid concept consists of a
water boiler and a high temperature radiator connected in parallel
through the temperature control valve. The liquid heat transport loop
is cooled indirectly by an intermediate vapor compression loop utilizing
Freon as a working fluid. The radiator is sized to handle the total
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e. AEPS load for a "dark side" mission and the water boiler handles all
excess thermal loads. Radiator area is minimized by rejecting heat
at 180°F at the expense of compressor power.
Since it is desired to operate the radiator at an outlet temperature of
180°F to minimize radiator area, the vapor compression loop is re-
quired to pump the Freon up to the saturation pressure equivalent to
180°F from a Freon evaporator temperature of 50°F. Heat is added to
the vapor compression loop at the Freon evaporator by the heat of
vaporization of Freon. The compressor then pumps the Freon up to a
saturation pressure equivalent to 180OF and a super heat temperature
of 350°F. This temperature results from an assumed compressor
efficiency of 35%C. A variable speed compressor is utilized to conserve battery
power at low load conditions and . is controlled electronically by feedback from
.
	
	 the pressure sensor at the Freon evaporator outlet. The Freon is cooled and
condensed across the radiator by radiation to space. The Freon is then expanded
across the variable orifice back to the Freon evaporator inlet conditions. The
variable orifice back pressures flow as a function of Freon heat exchanger outlet
pressure and is electronically controlled by the pressure sensor located at the
Freon evaporator outlet. The cycle is completed as the Freon passes through
the heat exchanger to be re-evaporated.
Because of its higher radiation temperature and small radiator size,
this concept is applicable ,to Space Station as well as Lunar Base and
Mars. However, a deployable radiator configuration may still be
required to permit the crewman to egress and ingress from his vehicle
or base. Similar to the Expendable/Direct Radiative Cooling concept,
planned maintenance may be required to prevent radiator surface
degradation due,to dust, meteorites and/or operational wear.
In summary, the expendable water boiler concept does not meet the intent of the
AEPS study -- to develop regenerable or partially regenerable subsystems. to mini-
mize vehicle impact. However, the remaining four concepts discussed in this section
are all viable candidate concepts for utilization in an AEPS-type system. To achieve
the performance projected in this report, state-of--the-art advancements are required
to develop thermal storage materials whose heat of fusion exceeds 300 BTU/Lb and
melts between 50 and 150°F. In addition, design/development improvements are
required to obtain a lightweight, deployable radiator configuration with optimized
surface coatings/treatments to enable it to meet the AEPS requirements.
	
5.2.2	 CO2 Control/02
 Supply - The CO2 control/02
 supply subsystem concepts recommended
.to be carrie to o e systems integration phase -of the AEPS study are described
below. All of the concepts utilize a high pressure gaseous 02 supply system.
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5.2.2	 (c ontinued)
a. Zinc; :Oxide Nh}cle Regenerable (Figure 5-6) - Metallic oxides such w
as zinc oxide (ZnO) react with CO2 according to the following reversible
reactions;
a. MO .+ CO2
	
^-~ MC 03 + Q
b. MO + H2 O	 M(OH)2	 .
M(OH)2 + CO2	MCO3 + H2O
Although the adsorption of equation (1) is known to occur,: sor-bent
capacities and rates of reaction are significantly improved in the pre-
sence of water vapor thus leading to the possibility of the combined
reactions described in equations (b) and (c).
The equilibrium pressure curves shown in Figure 5-7 indicate that the
carbonate readily decomposes with increasing temperature and, in some
cases, may be solely vacuum regenerable. The reported data in the
literature for pure compounds indicate that an activation energy of 300.
to 400°F super heat may be required to promote rapid desorption.
However,. initial work with silver oxide- indicates that catalysts are
effective in reducing this requirement.
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5.2.2	 (continued)
a. Excessive volume change during the adsorb/desorb cycle affects the
chemical's physical stability and is a prime consideration in any
future design and development effort. For the purposes of the ASPS
study, two candidate vehicle regenerable ZnO canister/cartridge con-
figurations were concepted: One concept is a "screen pack" configura-
tion and it consists of a rectangular canister into which are inserted
four metal oxide screen packs containing the ZnO. The c.anister.has
inlet and outlet water headers, an outlet oxygen header, parallel flow
water coolant coils supported by perforated sheets, and ZnO screen
pack supports brazed in place. In addition, an access cover for the
ZnO screen packs is clamped and hinged to the open side of the canister
and is sealed with a "face" seal. The oxygeninlet header is mounted
on the access cover. Preload rubber padding holds the screen packs
firmly irc place.
The screen packs are Constructed of a sandwich construction consist--
mg ^+f f.-nre mesh screen, felt padding to prevent dusting, -and a channel
enclosuve to hold the assembly . together. A, handle is provided to
facilitate insertion and removal. Fairly Large changes in bed volume
can be accommodated with this approach.
The gas flow is both through and around the screen packs. For flow
around the screen packs, CO2 is removed by diffusion into the Zn.O
bed; for flow through the screen packs # . CO2 is removed by direct con-
tact with .the ZnO bed. In -this vehicle regenerable configuration, the
ZnO is packaged in a screen pack which is replaced and regenerated
after each E VA mission. An oven/vacuum. chamber is provided within
the vehicle/base for regeneration. An advantage of the vehicle regen-
erable configuration is that it provides the option for either venting the
desorbed CO2 to the ambient environment or collecting the desorbed
CO2
 and feeding it into the vehicle/base Environmental Control/Life
Support System (EC/LSS) for CO2
 reduction and 02 reclamation.
Other advantages of this concept include visual inspection of the packed
bed before and after each use and simple replacement should it be
required; and a long available regeneration period which ,minimizes
the requirement for a desorption catalyst(s) which may be required for
the cyclic AEPS regenerable concept.
Although cooling coils are included in this configuration, the require-
ment may be minimal because of low heat generation rates. Following
are typical heat generation rates. Lithium hydroxide (LiOH) has. been
included for purposes of comparison.
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5.2.2	 (continued)
a. ZnO + CO2 — ' ZnCO3 + 696 BTU/Lb of CO2
MgO + CO2	 MgCO3 +, 1153 BTU/Lb of CO2
2 MOH + CO2 P- Li2C 03 + H2O (g) + 827 BTU/Lb of CO2
The increased temperatures that would result by not cooking -may
actually raise-the sorbent capacity by promoting chemisor.ption.. How-
ever, the final determination of the interacting effects of bed. tem-
perature and-water vapor upon sorbent capacity must be determined
by test.
Another vehicle regenerable ZnO concept utilizes a radial flow canister. The
canister is a cylindrical assembly consisting of a shell, a bolt flange for mount-
ing the cartridge end cap, and a manifold of water and oxygen inlets and outlets.
Flow enters the cartridge through the center perforated tube and flows radially
outward through the perforated tube;. a particulate filter, the ZnO bed, another
particulate filter, a mesh screen and out the canister outlet. The particulate
filters provide an even flow distribution as well as preventing dusting. CO2 is
removed in the ZnO bed. Coolant tubes are brazed to the cartridge coolant
manifold and bed cooling is provided by a combination of conduction through the
bed and gas convection.
Vehicle regeneration of this concept is achieved by exposing the gas.
passages of the canister to vacuum and flowing 350 OF steam through the
coolant tubes.. This is accomplished without removing the canister or
the cartridge from the AEPS by first isolating the gas passages of the
canister by closing the isolation valves and exposing these gas
passages to vacuum; then a vehicle steam sou-:°ce is connected to the
coolant line and steam is circulated throughout the canister. Steam
does not flow through the remainder of the liquid heat transport loop
because the positive displacement water pump in the liquid heat
=' txansport loop dead heads this loop when it is not operating.
For purposes of the AEPS study, both vehicle regenerable metallic
oxide concepts were sized based upon a bed loading of 50% of the
theoretical capacity.
b. Zinc Oxide - AEPS Regenerable (Figgre 5-8) - A variation of the
vehicle regenerable metallic oxide concept considers a cyclic or
AEPS regenerable configuration. Two beds, similar in design to
that described for the vehicle regenerable system, are provided,
each containing electrical elements for regeneration and a cooling
f
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5.2.2	 (continued)
b. loop to cool the regenerated bed and maintain temperature control
during EVA operation. A timer is provided to sequence the vent loop
and coolant loop valves to allow the vent loop and coolant loop to flow
to the on stream bed and to heat and expose the regenerating bed to
space vacuum: This concept operates on a thirty (30) minute half-
cycle.
Since the desorbed CO2 is vented to ambient, this AEPS regenerable
concept requires no functional interface with the vehicle/base EC/LSS
for regeneration. However, it also does not allow for collection and
reduction of the desorbed CO2
 for eventual 02 reclamation.
For purposes of the AEPS study, each of the AEPS regenerable ZnO
beds are sized based upon a bed loading of 25% of the theoretical
capacity.
c. Solid Amine (SHT) AEPS Regenerable (Figure 5-9) - A thin coating
of an amino compound is deposited on an inert carrier to form the
stable adsorbent bed used in this concept. Throe (3) sets of reactions
occur in the adsorbed film:
0 Primary Amino Groups
(1) RNH2 + H2 O
	
RNH3.OH
(2) RNH3OH + CO2 ..^-'; RNH3 •
 HCO3
0 Secondary Amino Groups
(3) R2NH + H2O ,.„--' R2NH2OH
(4) R2NR2 OH + C 02	 R2 NH2 • HC 0d
Tertiary Amino Groups
(5) R3N + H2O""I-	 R3NHOH
(6) R3NHOH + CO2	 R3NHo HCO3
Experimental effort has shown that equation (1) is not reversed during
regeneration and equation (6) does not proceed to any substantial degree.
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5.2.2	 (continued)
c. The current available solid amine CO2 sorbents possess an affinity for
water vapor which is compatible with vehicle or base EC/LSS require-
ments of one (1) pound of water. per pound of CO2
 produced. This level
of removal would excessively dehumidify the REPS ventilation loop
since .the water generation^rate (from exhalation and perspiration). of
a suited crewman utilizing a Liquid Cooling .
 Garment (LCG) is. approxi-
mate];y one-half (1/2) pound of water per pound of CO2 produced.
Excessive dehumidification could not only cause crewman discomfort,.
it will-also reduce the sorbent°s capacity for CO2 removal.
This problem has been recognized and solutions have been proposed
wherein the proper balance and quantity of each of the three (3) amino
groups can be determined to obtain the desired ratio of CO2 and water
vapor adsorption as well as total bed capacity.
For the purposes of the AEPS study, two candidate AEPS regenerable
solid amine canisters were concepted. One concept in which the solid
amine is packaged within the flow passages of a plate-fin matrix
(similar in design to an extended surface compact heat exchanger). The
brazed plate-fin matrix consists of four alternating flow passages (two
adsorbing and two desorbing) separated by closure channels and part-
ing sheets.. Heat is transferred from the adsorbing passages ,to the
desorbing passages via sheared rectangular fins which are configured
to prevent gas flow channeling. Each header is equipped with a mesh
screen and preload padding to facilitate bed charging and to provide a
positive preload on the bed.
Utilization of alternate flow passages containing adsorbing and desorb-
ing material results in an isothermal adsorb/desorb process. Energy
released from  the adsorbing passages is transferred by conduction
through the metal matrix to the desorbing material to supply the require-
ments of the endothermic desorption. This concept neither imposes a
thermal load on the AEPS thermal control subsystem nor requires
additional energy for regeneration. In addition, it also provides
humidity control.
The second concept is the same as the plate fin matrix concept except
the sheared fins are replaced with pins (bent wire). This pin fin
arrangement improves prevention of gas flow channeling but may be
more difficult to charge.
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5.2.2	 (c ontinued)
c. For the purposes of the AEPS study, each of the AEPS regenerable
solid amine beds are sized based upon a 2% capacity of the total
sorbent weight (amine plus carrier). A timer and valving is provided
to cycle the packed beds from the on-line adsorb to the space vacuum
desorb cycle.. This concept operates on a fifteen (15) minute half-
cycle.
As is the case with the AEPS regenerable ZnO concept, this concept .
requires no functional interface , with the vehicle/base EC/LSS for
regeneration. However, it also does not allow for collection and
reduction of the desorbed CO2 for eventual 02
 reclamation.
In summary, the three CO2
 control concepts discussed in this section are all viable
candidate concepts for utilization in an AEPS-type system. However, to achieve
the performance projected in this report, state-of-the-art improvements through
applied research and development are required.
	
5.3	 Subsystem	 Parametric Data
After completion of the primary and secondary evaluations, the AEPS specification
requirements for each of the three missions - Space Station, Lunar Base and Mars
were reviewed and updated to reflect the latest mission projections. Based-upon
these updated specification requirements, the or ginal parametric analyses of the
recommended subsystem concepts were reviewed and updated, as required. The
following parametric data is presented for each of the three missions for all of the
recommended thermal, control and CO 2
 control/02 supply subsystems:
a. Vehicle equivalent weight versus total mission duration.
b. Vehicle equivalent volume versus total mission duration.
C. AEPS equivalent volume versus E CAA mission duration.
d. AEPS equivalent weight versus EVA mission duration.,
e. Accumulated resupply launch weight versus number of resupplies
(Space Station and Lunar Base only).
The updated param. -Aric analyses are presented in the following figures.
Thermal Control for Space Station AEPS - Figures 5-10 through 5-14.
® Thermal Control for Lunar Base AEPS - Figures 5-15 through 5-19.
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(continued)
4 Thermal Control for Mars AEPS -- Figures 5-20 through 5-23.
• CO2 Control/02 Supply for Space Station AEPS - Figures 5-24 through
5-28.
C,02 Control/02 Supply for Lunar Base AEPS - Figures 5-29 through
5--33.
® CO2 Control/02 Supply for Mars AEPS - Figures 5-34 through 5-37.
.=;
	
	 Note that the accumulated resupply launch weight versus number of resupplies para--
metric data indicates that CO2 reduction only trades off favorably when there are
three or more resupplies.
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	6.0
	 SYSTEM STUDIES
	
6.1	 General
After completion of the subsystem studies, a systems integration effort was conducted
wherein the recommended subsystem concepts were combined into several . candidate
baseline Space Station, Lunar Base and Mars . ASPS configurations, The systems
integration effort evaluated the following elements that could not be fully evaluated on
the ,subsystem .level:
a. ASPS Operating Pressure
b. Oxygen Storage Pressure Level.
C.	 Contaminant Control
.d.	 Humidity Control
e. Power Supply
f. Instrumentation
g. Controls and displays
h. ' . Suit and vehicle interfaces
In addition, the systems integration effort evaluated the functional and physic^I inter-
faces of the recommended thermal, control and CO2 control / 0 2 supply subsystems.
The candidate AEPS baseline configurations were then subjected to a comparative
evaluation utilizing the primary and secondary evaluation criteria defined in Section
4.0. Results of this evaluation led to the selection of the Space Station, Lunar Base
and Mars ASPS baseline concepts. A baseline concept is defined as a competitive
AEPS concept for a given set of -EVA mission re quirements and Mission/Vehicle
constraints.
This seetion discusses each of the tasks investigated and evaluated in the conduct of
the systems integration effort and presents the AEPS baseline concepts.
I
	6.2	 Systems Integration
6.2.1 AEPS Operating Pressure - Selection of the AEPS operating pressure level is de-
pendent upon the physiological and operational constraints imposed on the REPS
design by:
a. Denitrogenation requirements prior to decompression.
b. Oxygen toxicity
The objective of thr.^ task was to establish an acceptable REPS operating pressure
Level. and an EVA mission baseline for the use of a one-gas (pure oxygen) AEPS in
conjunction with a two-gas (oxygen: nitrogen) Space Station, Lunar Base or Mars
Excursion Module (MEN.
0?
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6.2.1.1 Denitrogenation Prior to Decompression - The problems associated with safely
transporting man from ' an area of high ambient pressure to an area of lower ambient
pressure have had a significant effect upon both system design and mission.per-
formance for caisson workers, divers and aviators for many years. The origin of
the problem is two--fold: (1) trapped gas in body cavities, i. e. , middle ear, sinus,
intestines, etc.-; (2) dissolved gases in bo0y tissues, i. e. , fat, muscle, etc. The
problems resulting from trapped gases can be minimized via controlled diet; good
health, specifically.of the ear, nose, and throat; and adequate venting of body cavities
during the decompression. Trapped gas is not considered of any significance with regard to
the ASPS design study. The dissolved gases, however, represent a far more serious
problem with regard to the design of the AEPS.
During normal activities, the body becomes saturated with nitrogen (and/or other
inert gases), so that in each tissue and fluid of the body sufficient nitrogen is dissolved
to produce a partial pressure of gas. equal to that in the surrounding atmosphere. If
the pressure of the environment is reduced, there will be a nitrogen tension gradient
between the body tissues and the pulmonary alveolar ,'(i. e. , lung) air and, as a result,
surplus nitrogen will be exhaled. However, with a sufficient reduction in environ-
mental pressure, tissues which were •saturated at a sea level equivalent pressure and
thus are in a state of supersaturation will release these gases to form bubbles. This
supersaturation will, for any given rate and magnitude of pressure change, be greatest
in those tissues with the least blood supply and with the greatest dissolved nitrogen
content. These bubbles, by either direct pressure or indirect action, give rise to
the signs and symptoms of decompression sickness: The effects of decompression
sickness range from mild discomfort to incapacitation and death.
The various factors which can affect the occurrence of nitrogen sickness are age,
body type, rate of pressure change, initial pressure level, final pressure level,
exercise, and equally important, the susceptibility of the particular individual
to decompression sickness (bends).s
Protection from decompression sickness is affected by controlled nitrogen elimination
from the body. This can be accomplished in two ways: (1) staged or uniform decom-
pression, which is a very time consuming procedure allowing the body to wash out the
nitrogen at a rate which is consistent with the capacities of both the lungs and the
blood; (2) accelerating the washout by pre-breathing oxygen at the initial equilibration
pressure for a specified ffine. Of the two choices, only pre-breathing oxygen prior
to the decompression.
 is feasible for aerospace missions due to the time involved.
One of the most recent approaches to predicting required pre-breathing times is
based upon a theoretical correlation with representative physiological test data and
is summarized graphically in Figure 6-1. This analysis is based upon equations
derived to explain a theory of the time dependency of the body's nitrogen elimination
mechanisms and exhibits a close correlation with actual experience in both military
and civilian aviation (i. e., flight and altitude chamber testing).
1
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	6.2.1.1 (continued)	 .
The application of this pre-breathing data in light of the various physiological con-
tribution factors mentioned above, and the limitations of the final AEPS working
pressure to an equivalent pressure altitude below the "bends-level" (approximately
20, 000 feet or 6.75 psi.) should minimize the occurrence of decompression sickness during
AEPS operations.' A reduction in the total base operating pressure from the current
14.7 Asia Space Station level to the 10.O,psia level will provide higher confidence and
possibly reduce the pre-breathing requirements.
6.2.1.2 Qxygen Toxica, -- The problems associated with maintaining man in an environment
which inc 'ludes a higher than normal P+02, i. e., greater than 3.074 psi. (159.0 mm-Hg)
are considerably more complex and less quantitative in terms of definite limits than
the problem of nitrogen sickness. In general, Qxygen toxicity in man has been .
characterized by various types of symptoms, primarily involving either the central
nervous system response, a cardiopulmonary response, or a hematological response
(i. e. , changes .in blood properties), or various combinations of the three. Present
information available on the specific signs and symptoms of oxygen toxicity, their
relative tim e: of onset, and the net long term effects, is primarily based upon military
air crew experience, medical applications, limited space flight data, and a very
limited number of-controlled manned tests. This data is best summarized graphically
in Figure 6-2.
The data shown clearly indicates that symptoms similar to those used clinically to
describe oxygen toxicity are observed at partial pressures of ox ygen well below the
generally accepted toxic level of 425 mm-Hg previously established. This graphic
presentation of the data does not truly quantify man's tolerance to the indicated levels,
nor does it indicate the impact that repetitive exposure to such pressure levels would
have on man. Although this data shows only a physiological trend, it does represent
the present "state-of knowledge" on the subject, and, therefore, should not be
exceeded. Based upon mIi]itary aviation experience, the intermittent exposures of the
AEPS crewmen to oxygen pressures below the values shown on the curve should pro-
vide a margin of safety, particularly if they are returned to the space station/planetary
base atmosphere and allowed to equilibrate for a minimum of 24 hours.
6.2.1.3 Summary -The following EVA mission baseline requirements are.recommended for
use with a one-gas (pure oxygen) AEPS in conjunction with a two-gas (oxygen: nitrogen)
Space Station, lunar Base or MEM:
a. Space Station-Lunar Base - MEM Atmosphere
0	 PT	 - 10.0 - x.4.7 psia
®	 PQ	 -	 3.3 p sia
0	 Diluent = Nitrogen
6-6
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6.2.1.3 (continued)
b. Minimum pre-breathing period at total base pressure (10.0 -
14. 7• psia), 100% 02 is 43 minutes.
c. Decompression rate shall not exceed 1.0 psi per second.
d. Minimum A.EPS working pressure is 6.75 psis with a maximum
exposure time of 8 hours.
e. Recompression rate shall not exceed 0. 10 psi per second.
f. Minimum off-duty time for crewmen returning from an S hour
EVA is 24 hours.
The recomm ended crewman pressure tam elines for a Space Station EVA and for a
Lunar Base/Mars EVA. are presented in Figures 6-3 and 6-4, respectively.
6.2.2	 Oxygen Suppler
Results of the subsystem studies indicated that high-pressure gaseous oxygen storage
represents the simplest O2 supply subsystem concept and has the minimum bulk and
minimum vehicle impact. In addition, it was the only candidate concept which has
the capability to rapidly provide oxygen in the event of an emergency decompression
of the REPS.
An evaluation< to optimize the gaseous storage pressure level was conducted during
the systems integration effort. In addition, the effects of the selected pressure level
upon selection of the 02. bottle material, design of the 02 fill fitting, and the proce-
dures and equipment required for A.EPS 0 2
 recharge were investigated.
I
6.2.2. 1 02 Supply Pressure Level - Selection of the AEPS 02 supply subsystem storage
pressure level is primarily dependent upon the following:
a. Vehicle/Base weight impact
b. Vehicle/Base volume impact
c. A EPS weight impact
d. A BPS volume impact.
e. Operational and recharge considerations
Variations in 02
 supply subsystem storage pressure level had a relatively small
effect upon Vehicle/Base weight or volume and, therefore, both of these evaluation
criteria were eliminated from further consideration. Due to the decreased gravity
environment of the proposed Space Station, Lunar Base and Mars missions, the
.6-8
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6.2.2.1. (continued)
importance of ASPS weight as an evaluation criteria was also diminished. However,
regardless of gravity environment, AEPS volume remains a direct measure of crew-
man encumberance and mobility and is .the single most important criterion in the
determination of the 02
 supply pressure level.
If an evaluation of 02
 supply pressure level is made utilizing weight as the primary
criteria, a pressure of approximately 2500 psi would be selected. However, if
volume is utilized as the primary criteria, the optimum exists at the highest pressure
achievable. These results are depicted graphically in Figure 6-5, which presents
bottle weight and volume per pound of stored 02 versus 02 supply pressure level.
As can be seen, 02 supply pressure le- ,	above 7500 psi provide a very small
volume savings for an attendant large increase in weight and are, therefore, uncom-
petitive. For instance, a ten (10) percent increase in pressure from 3000 psi reduces
volume by 7 in3 per pound of oxygen while a ten (10) percent increase in pressure
from 7500 psi reduces volume by 3 in per pound of oxygen -- all at an ever increasing
gain in 02 bottle weight.
Operational and recharge considerations are complicated by increased 02 supply sub--
system storage pressure level but are certainly not insurmountable and are discussed
in more detail in Section 6.2.3 and 6.2.4.
In summary, a nominal 02 supply pressure of 6000 psi is recommended for the AEPS
applications, Although 7500 psi appears optimum, 6000 psi was chosen to allow
for pressure variations up to 7500 psi due to ambient temperature variations
during either storage and/or operation and gage inaccuracy.
6.2.2.2 02 Pressure Vessel Material - The multiple EVA excursions planned for the Space
Station, Lunar Base and Mars missions of the 1980's,together with the recommended
6000 psi pressure level, 'requires that a high cyclic life/high static strength 02
pressure vessel material be utilized. The current Apollo Extravehicular Mobility
Unit (EMU) Portable We Support System (PLSS) utilizes a 1500 psi 02 supply sub--
system pressure vessel fabricated from unaged cryogenically formed AISI 301 with
an ultimate strength of 240, 000 psi. The present state-of-the-art in the area of
stainless steel pressure vessels is represented by aged cryogenically formed AISI
301 which has an ultimate strength. of 280,000 psi. For the Space Station and Lunar
Base missions, the ASPS 02 supply subsystem pressure cycle design requirement
is of the order of magnitude of 1000 cycles at nominal operating pressure. To be
competitive from a weight standpoint, the working stress at the nominal pressure should
be set at half the value of the ultimate strength (140,000 psi minimum . A s shown in Figure
6--6, neither aged or unaged AISI 301 meets this requirement. ,Although the aged AISI 301
is relatively close to meeting this requirement, it is highly subject to stress corrosion
which would result in a cyclic life far less than that predicted. Therefore, materials
research and development in the areas of stainless steels, filament wound materials,
6-i 0
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6.2.2.2 (continued)
etc. , to produce a high cyclic life/high static strength pressure vessel material to
meet tha 14EPS requirements is in order.
6.2.2.3 02 nll ni tting -- To permit simple and rapid recharge of the AEPS 02 supply sub-
system, a _quick- disconnect 02 fill fitting is required. A quick disconnect is defined
as a fluid coupling that may be rapidly connected or disconnected while under pressure.
A conventional method of connecting and disconnecting a high pressure system is
shown schematically in I`igure 6-7.
FIGURE 6 . 7. CONVENTIONAL HIGH PRESSURE DISCONNECT
Each shutoff valve is a three-way valve with the following positions:
a. Shutoff position.
b. Vent position to permit gas gapped between disconnect and valve to
be vented to ambient.
C.	 On position with a flow limiting orifice to prevent a rapid pressure
buildup.
Both three-way valves are initially closed; they are then vented to permit the gas
trapped between the disconnects and the valves to escape and thus decrease the plug
load to facilitate connection. The couplings are then connected. The supply line
valve is,
 shut off and the AEPS valve is opened. The supply line valve is then opened.
to charge the AEPS pressure vessel.
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6.2.2.3 (continued)
One major problem associated with design of a quick disconnect is one of geometry. For
a nominal 6000 . psi quick disconnect with an effective flow diameter of 0.120 inches, the
plug load that must be overcome by the. installation load is 85 pounds. A reasonable
installation load from a human factors point of view is twenty (20) pounds which would
result in an effective . seal diameter of 0.037 inches (assuming half the installation
loads results from seal friction) thus requiring exceedingly small pieces of hardware
designed and manufactured to very close tolerances.
Other problems associated with design and development of a 6000 psi 02 fill fitting
are:
a. Prevent seal extrusion due to high presaare.
b. Prevent seal wear due to mating half sliding over it.
c. Dampen pressure wave during connection to prevent shock.
d. Prevent entrance of contamination.
6.2. 2.4 02 Recharge - The Space Station, Lunar Base and Mars Excursion Module (MEM) of
the 1980's are projected to contain a 3000 psi oxygen supply. Therefore, a method
must be developed to step the Vehicle/Base 02 supply pressure from 3000 psi to 6000
psi to permit 02 recharge of the AEPS. The following methods are candidate concepts
to be considered for future effort:
a. Direct Compression - Electric - The work to compress 1.6 pounds of
ovgen from 3000 psi to 6000 psi is approximately 32, 000 ft-.lb with an
adiabatic efficiency of 100%. If this is accomplished by an electrically
driven compressor with an overall efficiency of 10%, the vehicle eiec--
trical power penalty is five (5) pounds per AEPS. Vehicle power penalty
is 2 watts per pound and recharge time is twelve hours.
1
b. Direct Compression - Manual -- If the compressor is a hand pump, ten
(10) minutes is assumed as a reasonable time for recharging the AEPS.
With the crewman working at 100% efficiency, he would work at a
metabolic rate of 2500 BTU/hr in excess of his basal metabolic: rate.
C.	 Night Time Supercritical Storage - The following is a concept to utilize
the thermal environment existing during night time or dark side operation
to increase the Vehicle/Base 02 supply storage pressure. The 3000 psi
supply is stored in a temperature controlled environment of 530 DR. A
pressure vessel is placed outside the vehicle and is connected to the.
vehicle supply by a high pressure line and shutoff valve (Figure 6--8).
This vessel is designed to a maximum operating pressure of 10, 000 psi.
During night time operation, this vessel is pressurized to 3000 psi by
the vehicle supply.
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6.2.2.4 (continued)
Using the cold ambient as the heat sink, the charged gas is allowed to cool. to 300°R
and then maintained at this level by the insulating enclosure and an internal heater.
For night time .operations, the AEPS are recharged by drawing cold gas off of the
supercritical vessels and allowing the temperature to rise to 530*R in the cabin
ambient thus pressurizing the AEPS vessel to 6000 psi. During day time operation,
the vehicle vessel supply shutoff valve 'is turned off and the supercritical cryogenic
vessel is allowed to heat up to 530°R where its pressure builds up to 10 9 000 psi.
Oxygen for AEPS recharge is then bled off, as required. if such a concept was
utilized in conjunction with a Lunar Base, a 3.5 ft3 spherical pressure vessel
would provide enough oxygen for fourteen (14) days of operation. One lunar day is
the equivalent of 28 earth days and, therefore, ,this size pressure vessel would
provide enough oxygen for the fourteen days of sunlight operation.
Regardless of which concept is selected to ste~ up Vehicle/Base 02 supply pressure
from 3000 to 6000 psi, design and development of the subsystem and/or components
are required.
6.2,3	 Con"aminant Control
The contaminant control subsystem maintains the concentration of particulate matter,
biological microorganisms, and trace gases at acceptable levels so that the health
and comfort of the crewman is safeguarded. To aid in the design conception of a
contaminant control subsystem for the AEPS, a model of the contaminant atmosphere
was generated and is presented in Table 6-1. The model identifies the contaminants
known to be biologically generated and also includes generation rates. and maximum
allowable concentrations.
An evaluation to determine the contaminant control subsystem configuration was con-
ducted during the systems integration effort and resulted in a subsystem whose
functional. schematic is shown in Figure 6-9.
This section discusses the main constituents of the proposed contaminant control.
subsystem.
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TABLE 6-1
TRACE GAS CONTAMINATION MODEL
Contaminant
Biological Production
Rate, lb/hr
Allowable
Concentration, m^^/m3
Acetaldehyde 9.16 x 10-9 360
Acetone 2.02 x 10- 8 2400
Ammonia 2.62 x 10- 5 70
n--Butanol 1.2 x 10- 7 303
Butyric Acid 6.92 x 10-5 144
Carbon Monoxide 1.43 x 10" 6 115
Ethanol 3..68 x 10 .7 1880
Hydrogen 8.08 x 10-7 (4.1%)
Hydrogen Sulfide 4.61 x 10-10 28
Indole 9„ 18 x 10" 6 126
Methane 1.3 x 10-5 (5.3°jQ)
Methanol. 1.39 x 10` 7 262
Phenol ^;. 46 x 10- 5 19
Pyruvic Acid 1.92.x 10-5 9.2
s
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6.2.3.1 Debris Trap - A debris trap was selected to control gross particulate matter such
as hair, skin flakes, fabric particles, vomitus, etc., which may enter the REPS
ventilation loop. The-debris trap is concepted as an.in-line conical configuration
consisting of a 100, mesh teflon- coated
 screen with a hydrophilic sponge on its outer
diameter to serve as a sump. Located at the inlet to the REPS ventilation loop, a
clean debris filter will have a maximum pressure drop of 0.25 inches of water at a
flow of 6 acfm. This pressure drop should be constant throughout the mission, only
rising when subjected to gross contamination such as vomitus. Maintenance is
limited to post EVA inspection and replacement, if required. Minimal replacement
is expected due to the low generation rates of such gross particulate matter. .
6.2.3.2 Trace Contaminant Control -- Trace gases considered in this effort are presented in
Table 6-1 and are limited to those which are biologically generated. An optimistic
assumption is made utilizing this procedure since compounds contributed by the AEPS
equipment are not considered. Justification for this approach is based upon future
materials development leading to surface coatings and treatments allowing minimal
outgassing.
The exposure limits presented are based on threshold limit values (TLV). These
limits generally apply to eight (8) hour exposures for an industrial worker subject to
a five (5) day work week with the recovery or non-work time taking place in a
relatively contaminant--free atmosphere. Space maximum allowable concentrations
(SMAC) are normally utilized for space vehicle applications. However, these are
defined for continuous exposure and were considered too restrictive for the AEPS
application. A realistic set of constraints will only- be defined after test data are
obtained on man subjected to a small closed system (i. e. , 2 ft 3) with a gradual
buildup of contaminants rather than a steady concentration. Other factors requiring
evaluation include repetitive exposure to the operational atmosphere with recovery
time subject to SMAC limits.
Based upon the defined niodel, the following trace gases build up in the AEPS beyond
the allowable concentration during the eight (8) hour EVA mission:
a. Ammonia
b. Butyric Acid
c. Tndole
d. Phenol
e. Pyruvic Acid
All other trace gases generated remain within acceptable limits during an eight (S)
hour EVA.
Utilization of the following adsorbents to control the above trace gases was evaluated:
a.. Sorbead Silica gel modified by Hamilton Standard with a CuSO4
coating; primarily used for ammonia control; nonregenerable.
f
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6.2.3.2 (continued)
b. - Purafil-Controls CO, H2S, acid gases, . S0 2 , 03 and NO;.
nonregenerable.
C. Activated Charcoal - Wide range sorbent; will not control CO, H2,
CH4 and NH3; regenerable.
d. Phosphoric Acid Impregnated Charcoal -- Primarily utilized for NH3;
nonregenerable.
e. Catalytic Oxidizer (including . pre- and post--sorbers) - Controls CO,
H2 and CH4.
Results indicated that use of activated charcoal for control of butyric acid, indole,
phenol and pyruvic acid and the use of sorbead for control of ammonia presents the
optimum arrangement from both the vehicle and AEPS standpoints. The activated
charcoal cartridge is removed and regenerated after each EVA mission in a Vehicle/
Base oven/vacuum chamber. One concept presently under consideration combines
the vehicle regenerable metallic oxide with the activated charcoal to permit removal
and vehicle regeneration as a combined assembly.
Approximately 0. 02 pounds (or 1 in3) of sorbead are required to provide ammonia
control for an eight (8) hour AEPS mission. Since this is such a small amount, the 	 .
sorbead could be packaged in a multimission cartridge and replaced by the crewman
when he detects, through visual inspection, the characteristic color change associ-
ated with sorbead saturation.
6.2.3.3 Dust and Bacteria Control - Any dust generated by the CO2 control unit or the trace
contaminant control unit rpust be prevented from being recirculated to the suited
crewman. In addition, bacteria control may be required within the AEPS itself due
to the long term duration of future space missions and the extensive planned use for
the AEPS. A depth filter can be utilized to control both dust and bacteria generation.
As a design model for loading of the depth filter, a class 100, 000 clean room with a
limit of 1.5 x. 10-6 9/ft3 was selected as representative of the AEPS atmosphere.
Loading during one 8 hour EVA. mission would be approximately 5 mg at a design flow
of 6 acfm.
The following filters were considered for dust and bacteria control.:
a. Flanders Econocell
b. Flanders Airpore J Series
c. Mott Series A Porous Stainless Steel
d. Pall Rigim esh
e. Millipore UG and VH
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6.2.3.3 (continued)
The Flanders Airpore J series appears to be the optimum selection based on pressure
drop and performance characteristics. It has an initial pressure drop of 0.3 inches
of water rising to a maximum of 0.8 inches of. water . at the end of the 8 hour mission.
It is capable of removing 95 percent of all, contaminants 0.3 microns or larger. It
will, however, require periodic replacement to prevent excessive pressure drop.
6.2.3.4 Summary - The contaminant control subsystem concepted in this section will main-
tain adequate contaminant control within .the AEPS. However, further effort is
required to confirm (or modify) the AEPS contaminant model selected and to deter-
mine the effect of long term intermittent exposure upon the suited crewman.
6.2.4
	 Humidity Control
The humidity control subsystem maintains the relative humidity within the space suit
at a comfortable level for the suited crewman. Water vapor enters the gas stream
as a product of crewman respiration and sweating and must be continually removed.
Selection of a bramidity control subsystem is greatly dependent upon the CO2 control
or thermal control subsystem selected. The solid amine subsystem provides both
CO2 and humidity control and AEPS configurations containing a solid amine subsystem
require no additional humidity control. However, AEPS configurations containing a
metallic oxide subsystem for CO2 control, do require a humidity control subsystem.
The following candidate humidity control concepts were identified during the sub-
'	 system studies and were evaluated during the system studies:.
a. Condensing heat exchanger combined with any of the following "change-
of-mom entum "I type devices:
I	 Elbow wick separator
2. Elbow scupper separator
3. U-shaped gravity separator.
4. Vortex gravity separator
5. Motor driven rotary separator
6. Turbine driven rotary separator
b. Water vapor adsorption utilizing a desiccant such as silica gel.
c. Water emulsion formation and storage.
d. Free2-eov t.
1. Mechanical
2. Cryogenic
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6.2.4	 (continued)
e. Condensing heat exchanger in series with a hydrophobic/hydrophyllic
screen separator.
f. Mater vapor diffusion through permeable membrane.
g. Condensation and separation utilizing a H'ilsch tube.
h. Utilization of electrical energy to provide separation by:
1. Electrolysis
2. Electrophoresis
3. Electroosmosis
i. 'Vapor dump.
1. Open loop vent system
2. Semi--open loop vent system
Results indicate that a condensing heat exchanger in series with either an elbow wick
separator or a hydrophobic/hydrophyllic screen separator are the optimum choices.
Both concepts are relatively simple, small, light, require no electrical power for
operation, and are not gravity sensitive. However, due to the long duration ,,of the
proposed Space Station, Lunar Base and Mars missions, these subsystems are subject
to contamination build--up which would steadily decrease their performance. In the
case of the elbow wick separator, bacterial and fungus growth is also a possibility.
Therefore, research and development is required in these areas to develop a humidity
control subsystem with long life characteristics.
Selection of an AEPS power supply is heavily dependent upon the required power
capacity for a given mission duration. The AEPS subsystems and components which
require electrical power are:
a. Communications and Telemetry
b. Instrum entation
c. Displays
d. 02 Vent Loop Prime Mover
Liquid Heat Transport Loop Prime Mover
#. CO2 Control Subsystem (REPS Regenerable Metallic Oxide only)
g. Thermal Control Subsystem (Thermal Storage - PH4Cl, Expendable/
Thermal Storage - PH4CI, and Expendable/Radiation only)
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6.2.5	 (continued)
The above subsystems and components have a total power consumption of 30-180
watts, depending upon which CO2
 control and thermal control subsystems are
selected.
For this range of power consumption, the electric storage battery represents the
lightest, smallest and most reliable concept. The present Apollo EMU PLSS utilizes
a silver oxide-zinc battery which has a capacity of 40 to 50 watt-hours per pound.
Laboratory tests by Gulton Industries with a lithium-nickel halide battery were
reported to have achieved a capacity of-100 watt-hours per pound. Th lieu of these
results, a lithium-nickel halide battery with a capacity of 100 watt--hours per pound
was assumed as the AEPS power supply and incorporated into all AEPS concepts.
However, operational development of this battery (or any other battery demonstrating
a similar or greater capacity) is still required through research and development.
6.2.0
	 Instrumentation
Instrumentation is required to provide status monitoring of the crewman and his
equipment for the following purposes:
A *	Operational safety.
b.	 To be able to perform an adequate analysis of
circumstances should a mission abort be required.
Instrumentation utilized to provide the above functions must meet the following opera-
tional requirements:
a. Crewman comfort.
b. Reliability.
c. System compatibility with ASPS, vehicle, etc.
d. Mission non--irterference.
In accordance with the above guidelines and constraints, instrumentation for the
following parameters were incorporated into the .ASPS concepts:
a. High Pressure Oxjron Storage Pressure - Telemetered to central
receiving 'station; electrically drives a gage visible to the AEPS
crewman. This par4am titer is an indirect measure of crewman
metabolic rate and aids in the determination of 0,2 remaining.
b. Suit Pressure - Telemetered to central receiving station, triggers
audible and visual warnirng signals when pressure decreases below
a pre-determined level.
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	 (continued)
c. Suit Inlet CO2
 Partial Pressure - Telemetered to central receiving
station. T 's parameter is a measure of CO2 control subsystem
performance.
d. 02 Vent Loop Flow Sensor - Triggers audible and visual warning
signals when 02 vent loop flow decreases below a pre-determined
level.
e. Liquid Heat Transport Loop Inlet and Outlet Temperatures -
Telemetered to central receiving st y lion. These parameters are a
measure of thermal control subsystem performance.
f. Freon Evaporator Outlet Pressure - Telemetered to central receiving
station; provides electrical signal to control both the variable-speed
compressor and the variable orifice. This parameter is a measure
of thermal control subsystem performance and is only measured for
thermal control subsystems utilizing a vapor compression cycle.
g. Battery Voltage - Telemetered to central receiving station; triggers
audible and visual warning signals when battery voltage falls below
a pre-determined Level.
h. Fan Current - Telemetered to central receiving station; triggers
audible and visual, warning signals when fan current rises above a
pre--determined level.
L Pump Current - Telemetered to central receiving station; triggers
audible and visual warning signals when pump current rises above
a pre-determined level..
j. Compressor Current - Telemetered to central receiving station;
triggers audible and visual warning signals. when compressor current
rises above a pre-determined Level. This parameter is only measured
for thermal control subsystems utilizing a vapor compression cycle.
6.2, 7	 Displays
The following displays are recommended for AEPS operation and must be easily
visible to the suited crewman.
a. High Pressure Oxygen Storage Pressure Gage
b. Suit Pressure Gage
c. Visual Warning Displays for -
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	 (continued)
6.2.8	 Con.trols
1. Low suit pressure
2. Low 02 vent flow
3. Low battery voltage
4. High fan current
S. High pump current
6.	 High compressor curt Ent (only for thermal control
subsystems utilizing a vapor compression cycle)
The following manual: controls are required f©r AEPS operation and must be readily
accessible to the suited crewman:
a. Oxygen Supply Shutoff Valve
b. Fan On-Off Switch
c. Pump On-Off Switch
d. Compressor On-Off Switch (only for thermal control subsystems
utilizing a vapor compression cycle)
e. Communication SSrstem Controls
In addition, each AEPS is concepted to contain an automatic temperature control, valve
with a readily accessible manual overrride. Automatic temperature control.'provides
the following benefits:
a. Improved crewman comfort.
b. Decreased number of crewman manual. operations.
] c. More efficient use of expendable water.
Several signal param eters, many of .which are a function of m etaboli.c rate, have been
suggested to provide accurate temperature control:
a. Heart Rate
b. Deep Body Temperature
C. Skin Temperature
d. Oxygen Consumption
e.	 CO2 Generation
f.	 Water Generation
g.	 L,CG Differential Temperature
Heart rate is inaccurate; measurement of both deep body and skin temperature is
uncomfortable and in some cases, pychologically unacceptable; and oxygen generation
is impractical to measure within a space suit. CO2 generation, water generation, LCG
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6.2.8	 (continued)
diffel!ential temperature, or any combination of the three, appear to have promise.
Further research and development is required to determine the signal parameters
that provide accurate automatic temperature control and to develop the required
hardware.
6.3	 AEPS Baseline Concs is
Upon completion of the systems integration effort, the selected subsystems and
components were combined into baseline Space Station, Lunar Base and Mars AEPS
concepts. This section discusses five (5) potential AEPS configurations which might
result if the technology recommendations, emanating from the AEPS study are
implemented. The schematics discussed are examples of combinations C. recommended
subsystems and components, and are not necessarily the only competitive combinations.
In the same vein, the packaging configurations presented are intended only as examples
of potential approaches.
6.3.1	 AEPS Concept.1 -- Space Station (Figure 6 -1OI
6.3.1.1 System Description - This AEPS concept contains all required life support equipment
for extravehicular operation including an 02 ventilation loop, a high pressure 0,,
subsystem, a water heat transport loop, a Freon heat transport loop, a power. supply,
instrumentation, communications, and operating controls and displays., The 02
ventilation loop circulates a reconditioned and replenished 02 supply through the suit.
02 from the suit enters the atmosphere regeneration subsystem and first passes
through the debris trap where solid particles and/or droplets are removed; next CO2
is removed by both physical adsorption and chemical absorption using a vehicle
regenerable metallic oxide --- zinc oxide; odors and trace contaminants are removed
through physical adsorption
 by the activated charcoal in the contaminant control
canister; and finally, an absolute filter provides dust and bacteria control. The 02
then passes to a Freon evaporator heat exchanger which cools the circulated 02 and
condenses the entrained moisture. The cooled 02 continues to the water separator
where the condensed water vapor is removed and transferred to the water boiler to
provide additional cooling capacity. The cool,, dry 02 then passes to the fan which
circulates a ventilation flow of 6 acfm to the suit.
The high pressure 02 subsystem contains 0.'75 pounds of usable 02 at 6000 psia and
65°F and regulates the pressure in the 02 ventilation loop to 7.0 t 0.1 psia. This
subsystem consists of an 02 bottle, fill fitting, pressure sensor, shutoff valve and
pressure regulator.
The water heat transport Loop cools the suited crewman by supplying and circulating
cool water through a network of tubes built into the crewman's undergarment. The
skin is cooled by direct conduction and the mean akin temperature is lowered to a
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6.3.1.1 (continued)
level where little, if any, perspiration occurs. A pump circulates the cooled water
through the water heat transport loop at a flow rate pf 4 lb/min. Flow through the
thermal control subsystem is regulated by an autonriatic temperature control valve.
The thermal control subsystem is a hybrid expendable/thermal storage concept
which consists of a water boiler and phosphonium chloride (PH4Cl) thermal storage
unit, A Freon heat transport loop consisting of a Freon evaporator, a variable
speed compressor and a variable orifice is utilized to transfer heat added at the
evaporator to the phase change .
 thermal storage unit. Average thermal loads are
handled by.the Freon evaporator. However, as the heat load increases above average
levels, an increasing quantity of flow is precooled in the water boiler to prevent over-
loading of the evaporator and reL altant loss of humidity control.
6.3.1.2 System Confi ration - A potential packaging configuration for AEPS Concept 1 is
shown in Figure 6 -11. The configuration shown integrated the Life support equipment
into a hard center torso section. Since a waist joint is not necessarily required for
zero gravity operation, some equipment has been packaged in the lower torso area.
The thermal storage unit is a MUM tube bundle configuration which is packaged
external to the.suit pressure wall. The metallic oxide unit is a multiple screen
pack configuration which is readily accessible for removal, regeneration and replace-
ment.
As shown by the dotted outline, the cross-section of this configuration is less than
that for the Apollo EMU PLSS. However, this suit is approximately four inches
higher than the present Apollo suit due to the increased helmet size required to
facilitate packaging of the communications and the warning display. The center of
gravity for this configuration is very close to that of the nude crewman.
The estimated total volume and weight for this AEPS configuration (less the suit) are
2500 in3
 and 77 pounds based on average metabolic rate of 1000 BTU/hr for an E VA
duration of 4 hours.
6.3.2	 AEPS Concept - 2 - Space Station (Figure 6-12)
6.3.2.1 System Description - This AEPS concept contains all required life support equipment
for extravehicular operation including an 02 ventilation loop, a high pressure 02
subsystem, a water heat transport loop, a Freon heat transport loop s a power supply,
instrumentation, communications, and operating controls and displays. The O2
ventilation loop circulates a reconditioned and replenished O 2 supply through the suit.
02 from the suit enters the atmosphere regeneration subsystem and first passes through
the debris trap where solid particles and/or droplets are removed; next the flow enters
an AEPS regenerable solid amine plate fin matrix which removes both Cc2 and water
vapor from the 02 ventilation loop thus providing CO2 and humidity control. This is a
cyclic concept using a 30 minute full cycle. Energy released during the adsorb cycle
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6.3.2.1 (continued)
is conducted to the regeneration portion of the subsystem thus supplyir.,- the endo-
thermic heat of desorption. Odors and-trace contaminants are then removed through
physical, adsorption by the activated charcoal in the contaminant control canister;
and finally, an absolute filter provides dust and bacteria control. The 02 then passes
to a Freon evaporator heat exchanger which cools the circulated 0 2
 and passes it to
the fan which circulates a ventilation flow of 6 acfm to the suit.
The high pressure 02 subsystem contains 0.75 pounds of usable 02 at 6000 psia and
65°F and regulates the pressure in the 02 ventilation loop to 7.0 f 0.1. psia. This
subsystem consists of an 02 bottle, fill fitting, pressure sensor, shutoff valve and
pressure regulator.
The water heat transport loop cools the suited crewman by supplying and circulating
cool water through a network of tubes built into the crewman's undergarment. The
skin is cooled by direct conduction and the mean skin temperature is lowered to a level
where little, if any, perspiration occurs. A pump circulates the cooled water through
the water heat transport loop at a flow rate of 4 lb/min. Flow through the thermal
control subsystem is regulated by an automatic temperature control valve.
The thermal control subsystem is a hybrid expendable/radiation heat pump subsystem
and consists of a water boiler and a Freon refrigeration system. The Freon refrigera-
tion system consists of a Freon evaporator, a variable speed compressor, a high
temperature radiator and a variable orifice. The Freon system is sized to reject
average heat loads at night time conditions. Heat in excess of this amount is rejected
by the water boiler. The automatic temperature control valve maintains the correct
flow split between the two thermal, control subsystems as well as conditioning the
water heat transport loop.
6.3.2.2 System Configuration_ - A potential packaging configuration for AEPS Concept 2 is
shown in Figure 6--13. The configuration shown integrates most of the life support
equipment into a hard center torso section. Since a waist joint is not necessarily
required for zero gravity operation, some equipment has been packaged. in the lower
torso area. The thermal control subsystem, including the radiator assembly, Freon
evaporator, and water boiler, is packaged in the upper back portion of the torso. The
radiator assembly and the suit pressure wall form a monocoqu,; construction. The
high temperature radiator is a fixed area device and is insulated on the suit facing
side to prevent radiating back to the AEPS. The solid amine CO2 control subsystem
is a plate-fin matrix configuration and is packaged in the lower front torso section..
Similar to AEPS Concept I, the cross-section of this configuration is less than that for
the Apollo EMU PLSS. However, this suit is also approximately four inches higher
than the present Apollo suit due to the increased helmet size required to facilitate
packaging of the communications and warning display. The center of gravity for this
configuration is very close to that of the nude crewman.
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6.3.2.2	 (continued)
The estimated total volume and weight for this ASPS configuration .(less the suit} are
3100 in3
 and 65 pounds based on an average metabolic rate of 1000 BTU/hr for an EVA
duration of 4 hours.
6.3.3	 AEPS Concept 3 - Lunar Base (Figure 6-141
6.3.3.1 System Description - This AEPS concept contains all required life support equipment
for extravehicular operation including an 02 ventilation loop, a high pressure 02
subsystem, a water heat transport loop, a Freon heat transport loop, a power supply,
instrumentation, communications, and operating controls and displays. The 02
ventilation loop circulates a reconditioned and replenished 02 supply through the suit.
02 from the suit enters the atmosphere regeneration subsystem and first passes
through the debris trap where solid particles and/or droplets are removed; next
the flow enters an AEPS regencrable solid amine plate-fin matrix which removes
both CO2 and water vapor from the 02 ventilation loop thus providing CO2 and humidity
control. This .is a cyclic concept using a 30 minute full cycle. Energy released during
the adsorb cycle is conducted to the regeneration portion of the subsystem thus
supplying the endothermic heat of desorption. Odors and contaminants are removed
through physical adsorption by the activated charcoal in the contaminant control
canister; and finally, an absolute filter provides dust and bacteria control. The 02
then passes to a Freon evaporator heat exchanger which cools the circulated 02
and passes it to the fan which circulates a ventilation flow of 6 acfm to the. suit.
The high pressure 02 subsystem contains 1.5 pounds of usable 02 at 6000 psia and
65T and regulates the pressure in the 02 ventilation loop to 7.0 f 0:1 psia. This
subsystem consists of an 02 bottle, fill fitting, pressure sensor, shutoff valve and
pressure regulator.
The water heat transport' loop cools the suited crewman by supplying the circulating
cool water through a network of tubes built into the crewman's undergarment. The
skin is cooled by direct conduction and the mean skin temperature is lowered to a
level where little, if any, perspiration occurs. A pump circulates the cooled water
through the water heat transport loop at a flow rate of 4 lb/min. Flow through the
thermal control subsystem is regulated by an automatic temperature control valve.
The thermal control subsystem is a thermal storage subsystem utilizing PH4CI and
is composed of a PH4CI thermal storage unit and a Freon refrigeration cycle con-
sisting of a Freon evaporator, a variable speed compressor and a variable orifice.
Heat is added at the evaporator and stored at the thermal storage unit by the melting
Of PH4CI.
6.3.3.2 System Configuration - A potential packaging configuration for AEPS Concept 3 is
shown in Figure 6-15. The configuration shown integrates the life support equipment
into a hard center torso section. This concept combines the highest AEPS volume
N
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6.3.8.2	 (continued)
CO2
 control subsystem (AEPS regenerable solid amine) with the highest AEPS volume
thermal control subsystem (PH4CI, therinal storage unit). Although this configuration
can still pass through a 29 inch diameter batch, the'extended profile of the thermal
storage unit may slightly impair arm mobility. In addition, this concept does not
have a waist joint. - To solve both of these problems, the thermal storage unit could
be repackaged in the upper torso area, with an attendant increase in suit cross-
section.
The estimated total volume and weight for this AEPS configuration (less the suit) is
4500 in3
 and 193 pounds based on an average metabolic rate of 1050 BTU/hr for an
E VA duration of 8 hours. This configuration has been presented because it requires
no vehicle interface for recharge or regeneration of the CO2 control or thermal
control subsystems.
6.3.4	 AEPS Concept 4 - Lunar Base (Figure 6-161
6.3.4.1 System Description - This AEPS concept contains all required life support equipment
for extravehicular operation including an 02 .ventilation loop, a high pressure 02 sub-
system, a water heat transport loop, a Freon heat transport loop, a power supply,
instrumentation, communications, and operating controls and displays. The 02
ventilation loop circulates a reconditioned and replenished 0 2
 supply through the suit.
02 from the suit enters the atmosphere regeneration subsystem and first passes
through the debris trap where solid particles and/or droplets are removed; next CO2
is removed by both physical, adsorption and chemical absorption using a vehicle
regenerable metallic oxide--zinc oxide; odors and trace contaminants are removed
through physical adsorption by the activated charcoal in the contaminant control
canister; and finally, an absolute filter provides dust and bacteria control. The 02
then passes to a Freon evaporator heat exchanger which cools the circulated 02 and
condenses the entrained moisture. The cooled 02 continues to the water separator
where the condensed water vapor is removed and transferred to the water boiler to
provide additional cooling capacity. The cool, dry 02 then passes to the fan which
circulates. a ventilation flow of 6 acfm to the suit.
The high pressure 02 subsystem contains 1.5 pounds of usable 02 at 6000 psia and
65 OF and regulates the pressure in the 02 ventilation loop to 7.0 f 0. x psia. This
subsystem consists of an 02 bottle, fill fitting, pressure sensor, shutoff valve and
pressure regulator.
The water heat transport loop cools the suited crewman by supplying and circulating
cool water through a network of tubes built into the crewman's undergarment. The
skin is cooled by direct conduction and the mean skin temperature is lowered to a
level where little, if any, perspiration occurs. A pump circulates the cooled water
through the water heat transport loop at a flow rate of 4 lb/min. Flow through the
-thermal control subsystemis regulated by an automatic temperature control valve.
1	 1
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6.3.4.1 (continued)
The thermal control subsystem is a hybrid expendable/radiation heat pump subsystem
and consists of a water boiler and a Freon refrigeration system. The Freon refrigera-
tion system cons i sts of a Freon evaporator, a variable speed compressor, a high
temperature radiator and a variable orifice. The Freon system is sized to reject
average heat loads at night time conditions. Heat in excess of this amount is rejected
by the water boiler. The automatic temperature control valve maintains the correct
flow split between the two thermal control subsystems as well as conditioning the
water heat transport loop.
6.3.4.2 System Configuration - Two potential packaging configurations for AEPS Concept 4
are shown in Figures 6-17a and 6-17b. Both configurations shown are composed of a
separate suit and life support systems. The main difference between the two configura-
tions is the location of the life support system on the suit and its resultant . effect upon
radiator deployment. The mad =oack mounted configuration requires that the variable
area radiator assembly be telescoped into a position above the crewman while the
higher mounted configuration is already in that position. However, the higher mounted
configuration maybe too "top-heavy".
This approach has the disadvantages of umbilicals and a large cross-section dimension
(similar to the Apollo EMU) and the advantage of being able to integrate with a highly
mobile suit. The estimated total volume and weight for this AEPS configuration (less
the suit) is 3500 in3
 and 100 pounds based on an average metabolic rate of 1050 BTU/
hr for an EVA duration of 8 hours.
6.3.5	 AEPS Concept 5 - Mars (Figure 6-18)
6.3.5.1 System Description - This AEPS concept contains all required life support equipment
for extravehicular operation including an 02 ventilation loop, a high pressure 02
subsystem, a water heat'transport loop, a Freon heat transport loop, a power supply;
instrumentation, communications, and operating controls and displays. The 02
ventilation loop circulates a reconditioned and replenished 02 supply through the suit.
02 from the suit enters the atmosphere regeneration subsystem and first passes
through the debris trap where solid particles and/or droplets are removed; next
CO2
 is removed by both physical adsorption and chemical absorption using a vehicle
regenerable metallic oxide--zinc oxide; odors and trace contaminants are removed
through physical adsorption by the activated charcoal in the contaminant control
canister; and finally, an absolute filter provides dust and bacteria control. The 02
then passes to a Freon evaporator heat exchanger which cools the circulated 02
and condenses the entrained moisture. The cooled O2 continues to the water separator
where the condensed water: vapor is removed and transferred to the water boiler to
provide additional cooling capacity. The cool, dry 02 then passes to the fan which
circulates a ventilation flow of 6 acfm to the suit.
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6.3.5.1	 (continued)
The high pressure 02 subsystem contains 1.7 pounds of usable 02 at 6000 Asia and
65°F and regulates.the pressure in the 02 ventilation loop to 7.0 f 0.1 psia. This
subsystem consists of an 02 bottle, fill fitting, pressure sensor, shutoff valve and
pressure regulator.
The water heat transport loop cools the suited crewman by supplying and circulating
cool water through a network of tubes built into.the crewman's undergarment. The
skin is rsooled by direct conduction nd the mean skin temperature is lowered to a
level where little, if any, perspiration occurs. A pump circulates the cooled water
through the water heat transport loop at a flow rate of 4 lb/min. Flow through the
thermal control subsystems is regulated by an automatic temperature control valve.
The thermal control subsystem is a hybrid expendable/direct radiative cooling sub-
system and consists of a water boiler, direct radiator and a condensing heat exchanger.
As the radiator load increases and exceeds design values, a porticii of the water heat
transport loop flow bypasses to the water boiler, thus maintaining a constant radiator
outlet temperature.
6.3.5.2 System Configuration - A potential packaging configuration for AEPS Concept 5 is
shown in Figure 6-19. The configuration shown integrates the life support equipment
into the upper hard torso section and helmet assembly, thus permitting incorporation
of a waist joint into this configuration. The low temperature radiator is helmet
mounted to minimize the view factor with the Martian surface. This radiator is
foldable to permit egress/ingress through the Mars Excursion Modale (MEM) hatch-
ways. The metallic oxide unit is a multiple screen pack configuration which is
readily accessible for removal, regeneration and replacement.
The estimated total volume and weight for this AEPS configuration (less the suit) is
3100 in3
 and 84 pounds based on an average metabolic rate of 1200 BTU/hr for an
E VA duration of 8 hours.
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NEW TECHNOLOGY
After establishment of the AEPS baseline concepts, a portion of the study effort was
directed toward generation of a priority listing of required technology development
activity to permit the REPS recommendations to be implemented. This section
presents the new technology requirements and recommendations listed in order of
priority.
Thermal Control
Requirement - Thermal control subsystem that requires a minimum of expendables.
Recowmendations
a. Identify, evaluate and operationally develop candidate thermal storage materials
possessing a heat of fusion greater' . than 300 BTU/lb and melting between 50 to
.150°F. One such candidate material--phosphonium chloride (PH4Cl.)-- has been
identified and analytically evaluated during conduct of the AEPS study, and is
hereby recommended for further research and development. In addition, an
investigation to determine the characteristics that contribute to high heat of
fusion, synthesis of promising materials, and. test characterization of any such
materials are recommended to be conducted in parallel with the PH4C1 research
and development effort.
b. Design and develop a light-weight, deployable radiator with improved thermal
performance characteristics. Research and development is recommended to
develop improved radiator surface coatings and treatments to optimize the
perforuiance and minimize potential surface degradation due to dust, meteorites
and/or t? prmal operational wear.
Requirement - Regenerable CO2 control subsystem that provides the performance,
regeneration and life characteristics for an AEPS-type application.
Recommendation -• Operationally develop a solid regenerable CO2 sorbent and
associated hardware. Two candidate families of solid regenerable sorbents--
metallic oxidas and solid amines--have been identified and analytically evaluated
during conduct of the AEPS study, and are hereby recommended for further research
and development.
7.3	 02 Supp1Y
Requirement -- High cyclic life .(x000 cycles minimum)/high pressure (6000 psi nominal)
02 supply subsystem that minimizes EVA equipment volume and meets life , require-
ments for AEPS-type applications.
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7.3 ,	 (continued)
Recommendations
a. Develop high- cyclic life/high static strength (ultimate strength equals 280, 000
psi minimum) pressure vessel material. Materials research and development
in the areas of stainless steels, filament wound materials, etc. , is recommended.
b. . Design and develop a nominal 6000 psi quick disconnect oxygen fill, fitting.
C6	 Develop a method, and the associated hardware, to step up the Vehicle/Base
oxygen supply pressure of 3000 psi to 6000 psi for AEPS oxygen recharge.
7.4	 Power Supply
Re uirement - High energy density (100 watt-hours per pound minimum)/multiple
recharge capability (100) power supply that minimizes EVA equipment volume and
meets life requirements for AEPS-type applications.
Recommendation - Operationally develop a high energy density, rechargeable electric
storage battery. One candidate--a lithium-nickel halide battery--was identified
during conduct of the AEPS study, and it (together with any other battery demonstratl*ng
a similar or greater energy capacity) is recommended for further research and
development.
7.5	 Contaminant Control
Requirement -- Contaminant control subsystem that maintains the concentration of
particulate matter, biological micro-organisms, and trace gases at acceptable levels
so that the health and comfort of the-crewman is safeguarded.
Recommendation - Confirm or modify the AEPS contaminant model selected and
determine the effect of long term intermittent exposure upon the suited crewman;
then design, develop and test the contaminant control subsystem to confirm performance
characteristics.
7.6	 Humidily Control
Requirement - Humidity control subsystem that meets life requirements for AEPS-
type applications.
Recommendation - Results of the AEPS study indicate that a condensing heat exchanger
in series with either ar, elbow wick separator or a hydrophobic/hydrophyllic screen
separator are the optimum choices for an AEPS-type application. Research and
development to determine the effect of contamination and bacterial/fungus growth
upon the performance of both of these concepts is recommended to permit design and
development of a long life humidity control subsystem.
7-4
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	7.7	 Prime Movers
Requirements -- Prime movers that have a minimum power consumption and meet the
long life requirements of an AEPS-type application.
Recommendation - Design and develop longer life' prime movers (i. e. , fan, pump,
and variable-spaced compressor) that have higher compressor efficiency and lower
electronics and bearing losses than those presently being utilized in aerospace
programs.
	
7.8	 Automatic Temperature Control
Requirement - Attain improved crewman comfort, decrease the number of required
crewman manual operations and obtain more efficient use of expendable water.
Recommendation - Design and develop an automatic temperature controller. Further
research and development is recommended to determine the signal parameters that
provide accurate automatic temperature control, and to develop the required hardware.
	
7.9	 Miscellaneous
The following miscellaneous areas of required new technology are identified and
recommended for further effort (not in any order of priority):
a. Develop automated equipment to permit simple, rapid checkout of the AEPS.
The present Apollo ' E MU PLSS requires approximately thirty (3 0) minutes for
checkout prior to egress of the vehicle.
b. Investigate and evaluate potential integration (both functional and physical) of
the crewman's personal maneuvering equipment with the AEPS for E VA missions
in a. zero gravity environment.
i	 e,	 Improve the thermal isolation characteristics of the Thermal Meteoroid
Garment (TMG), thus decreasing the peak thermal,. load on the AEPS thermal
control subsystem.
d.	 Improve the Liquid Cooling Garment (LCG) heat transfer characteristics.
This permits the liquid heat transport loop to operate at a higher temperature
and thus decreases the power penalty associated with the thermal control
subsystems which utilize a vapor compression (heat pump) cycle.
7-5/7-6
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